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In The Art of Greece and Rome Susan Woodford illuminates the great achievements of classical art and architecture and conveys a sense of the excitement that fired the creative artists of the ancient world. The Greek were quick to challenge time-honored styles and, stimulated by the problems that sometimes emerged from their daring innovations, they invented solutions that have been considered classics ever since. The Romans recognized the Greek achievement and built on it, adding a talent for organization and flair for architectural construction on a huge scale to create an impressive art of their own. Examining all aspects of Greek and Roman visual arts, this edition includes a new chapter on Roman architecture, as well as new illustrations, and updated bibliography and glossary.

‘Well-planned, written in a lively manner … observations are un-hackneyed and many of the terse summations truly brilliant … an intelligent, challenging, informative introduction to the classical arts.’

George M. A. Hanfmann, Professor of Archaeology, Harvard University

- 2004 247 x 174 mm 204pp
- 30 line diagrams 94 half-tones
- 22 colour plates 3 maps
- 0 521 83280 2 Hardback c. £40.00
- Publication June 2004

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

The Roman Banquet Images of Conviviality

Katherine M. D. Dunbabin
McMaster University, Ontario

Dining was an important social occasion in the classical world. Scenes of drinking and dining decorate the wall paintings and mosaic pavements of many Roman houses. They are also painted in tombs and carved in relief on sarcophagi and on innumerable smaller grave monuments. Drawing frequently upon ancient literature inscriptions as well as archaeological evidence, this book examines the visual and material evidence for dining through Roman antiquity. Topics covered include the relationship between Greek and Roman dining habits; the social significance of reclining when dining in public; the associations between dining scenes and death; the changing fashions of dining at the end of antiquity; and the use of banquet scenes in the art of early Christianity. Richly illustrated, The Roman Banquet offers the fullest and varied picture of the role of the banquet in Roman life.

- 2004 247 x 174 mm 312pp
- 19 line diagrams 101 half-tones
- 16 colour plates
- 0 521 82352 1 Hardback £50.00

The Votive Statues of the Athenian Acropolis

Katherine Keesling
Georgetown University, Washington DC

During the period between Solon’s reforms and the end of the Peloponnesian War, worshippers dedicated hundreds of statues to Athena on the Acropolis, Athens’s primary sanctuary. Some of these statues were Archaic marble korai, works of the greatest significance for the study of Greek art; all are documents of Athenian history. This book brings together all of the evidence for statue dedications on the Acropolis in the sixth and fifth centuries BC, including inscribed statue bases that preserve information about the dedicators and the evidence for lost bronze sculptures. Placing the korai and other statues from the Acropolis within the original votive contexts, Katherine Keesling questions the standard interpretation of the korai as generic, anonymous votaries, while shedding new light upon the origins and significance of Greek portraiture.

- 2003 247 x 174 mm 290pp
- 8 line diagrams 56 half-tones
- 0 521 81523 1 Hardback £55.00
This is the first in-depth study of the pictures found on Attic white lekythoi. These funerary vases, placed in and on Athenian graves, have long been appreciated for their beautiful polychrome images that evoke the style of lost classical wall and mural paintings. The most important visual source for classical Greek funerary customs, they exhibit a limited range of subject matter, most of it connected with death. This richly illustrated volume closely examines the four major types of scenes: domestic pictures, the mythological conductors of the soul, the prothesis (wake), and visits to the grave. In addition to analysis of the iconographical development of each type, this study places these pictures in the historical, social, cultural, archaeological, and literary contexts, documenting relationships between the ‘rites of Passage’, Athenian history, the changing perceptions of death in fifth-century Athens, and funerary epigrams and laments.

**The Parthenon Frieze**

Jennifer Neils
Case Western Reserve University, Ohio

‘... a valuable book that will appeal to specialists and non-specialists alike ... The Parthenon Frieze will certainly find a place in many libraries, both institutional and personal, and it establishes high standards for other scholars aspiring to reexamine a significant monument of classical art.’

*The Classical Journal*

- 2001 253 x 177 mm 316pp 180 half-tones
- 0 521 64161 6 Hardback £50.00

**The Origins of the Greek Architectural Orders**

Barbara A. Barletta
University of Florida

Breaking with tradition, Barletta combines the textual record – Vitruvius and modern interpreters – with archaeological evidence to form a fresh, coherent reconstruction of the origins of Greek architectural orders. The study draws on a diversity of evidence, from pre-canonical material to the often overlooked contributions of Western Greece and Cycladic Islands.

- 2002 253 x 177 mm 232pp 93 line diagrams 16 half-tones
- 0 521 79245 2 Hardback £50.00

**Attalos, Athens and the Akropolis**

The Pergamene ‘Little Barbarians’ and their Roman and Renaissance Legacy

Andrew Stewart
University of California, Berkeley

This volume examines the ‘little barbarians’, ten figures found in Rome in 1514, now recognized as copies of the Small (or Lesser) Attalid Dedication on the Athenian Akropolis. Using discoveries by Manolis Korres, Andrew Stewart reconsiders the statues’ form, date, and significance over a period of 2200 years.

- 2004 276 x 219 mm 425pp 70 line diagrams 236 half-tones 1 map
- 0 521 83163 6 Hardback c. £60.00
- Publication July 2004

**The Roman Amphitheatre**

From its Origins to the Colosseum

Katherine Welch
Institute of Fine Arts, New York University

This is the first book to analyze the evolution of the Roman amphitheatre as an architectural form. Katherine Welch addresses the critical period in the history of this building type: its origins and dissemination under the Republic, from the third to first centuries BC; its monumentalization as an architectural form under Augustus; and its canonization as a building type with the Colosseum (AD 80). She explores the social and political contexts of each of these phases in detail. The study then shifts focus to the reception of the amphitheatre and the games in the Greek East, a part of the Empire that was, initially, deeply fractured about the new realities of Roman rule.

- 2004 247 x 174 mm 368pp 83 line diagrams 134 half-tones 1 map
- 0 521 80944 4 Hardback c. £60.00
- Publication July 2004
Roman Builders
A Study in Architectural Process
Rabun Taylor
Harvard University, Massachusetts

How were the architectural ideas behind great Roman building projects carried out in practice? Roman Builders is the first, general interest book to address this question. Using the Baths of Caracalla, the Pantheon, the Coliseum, and the great temples at Baalbek as physical documents for their own building histories, this book traces the thought processes and logistical considerations — the risks, reversals, compromises, and refinements — that led to ultimate success. Each major phase of the building process is considered: design, groundwork, support structures, complex armatures, such as the superstructures of amphitheaters, vaults, and decorations. New hypotheses are advanced on the raising of monolithic columns, the construction sequence of the Coliseum, and the vaulting of the Pantheon. The illustrations include archival and original photographs, as well as numerous explanatory drawings.

— 2003 247 x 174 mm 320pp
89 line diagrams  61 half-tones
0 521 80334 9 Hardback  £55.00
0 521 00583 3 Paperback  £19.99

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

The Domus Aurea and the Roman Architectural Revolution
Larry F. Ball
University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point

Nero’s palace, the Domus Aurea (Golden House), is the most influential known building in the history of Roman architecture. It has been incompletely studied and poorly understood ever since its most important sections were excavated in the 1930s. In this book, Larry Ball provides systematic investigation of the Domus Aurea, including a comprehensive analysis of the masonry, the design, and the abundant ancient literary evidence. Highlighting the revolutionary innovations of the Domus Aurea, Ball also outlines their wide-ranging implications for the later development of Roman concrete architecture.

— 2003 247 x 174 mm 328pp
41 line diagrams  45 half-tones
0 521 82251 3 Hardback  £60.00

The Origins of Roman Historical Commemoration in the Visual Arts
Peter J. Holliday
California State University, Long Beach

Explores how Roman commemorative art constructed narrative for the ancient viewer.

— 2002 253 x 177 mm 310pp
16 line diagrams  95 half-tones
0 521 81013 2 Hardback  £60.00

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Roman Imperialism and Provincial Art
Edited by Sarah Scott
University of Leicester
and Jane Webster
University of Leicester

Roman Imperialism and Provincial Art focuses on the art works created in the provinces of the Roman Empire. Provincial art is often portrayed as a poor copy of works created in the imperial capital. In this volume, the contributors offer fresh interpretations of mosaics, wall-paintings, statues and jewelry in an effort to determine what these art works can tell us about the nature of life under an imperial regime. The broad geographical and chronological coverage allows unique insights into the social and political significance of visual expression across the Roman Empire.

— 2003 247 x 174 mm 272pp 67 half-tones
0 521 80929 9 Hardback  £55.00

Ancient Art and its Historiography
Edited by A. A. Donohue
Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania
and Mark D. Fullerton
Ohio State University

This book explores the historiography of ancient Near Eastern and Classical art, examining the social, intellectual and institutional contexts that have shaped the way that the history of ancient art is written. It demonstrates how, from the Renaissance to the present, the study and interpretation of ancient art reflect contemporary ideas and practices. Among the subjects considered are the classical tradition in the post-antique West, the emergence of academic disciplines, the role of museums in the evaluation of ancient art, and issues of race, gender and cultural authority in the interpretation of ancient civilizations.

— 2003 228 x 152 mm 224pp 28 half-tones
0 521 81567 3 Hardback  £40.00

first and most important temple. Stamper challenges the accepted reconstruction of this temple, proposing a new reconstruction, and assessing its role in the transformation of Rome. He also traces Rome’s temple architecture as it evolved over time and how it accommodated changing political and religious contexts, as well as the affects of new stylistic influences.

— 2005 276 x 219 mm 400pp
103 line diagrams  59 half-tones  7 tables
0 521 81088 X Hardback  c. £55.00
— Publication March 2005

ARCHAEOLOGY

The Social Life of Painting in Ancient Rome and on the Bay of Naples
Eleanor Leach
Indiana University, Bloomington

In this study, Eleanor Winters Leach offers a new interpretation of Roman painting as found in domestic spaces of the elite classes of ancient Rome. Because the Roman house fulfilled an important function as the seat of its owner’s political power, its mural decoration provides critical evidence for the interrelationship between public and private life. The painted images, Leach contends, reflect the codes of communication embedded in upper class life, such as the performative theatricality that was expected of those leading public lives, the self-conscious assimilation of Hellenistic culture among aristocrats, and the ambivalent attitudes towards luxury as a coveted sign of power and a symptom of ethical degeneracy. Relying on contemporary literary sources, this book also integrates historical and semantic approaches to an investigation of the visual language through which painting communicates with its viewers. It also offers a fresh perspective on the demography of Pompeii and the relationship between colony and Rome as reflected in its wall painting.

— 2004 276 x 219 mm 368pp
31 line diagrams  181 half-tones
12 colour plates
0 521 82600 4 Hardback  £65.00
— Publication June 2004

FORTHCOMING
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**RECENTLY PUBLISHED**

**Images of Myths in Classical Antiquity**
Susan Woodford
Images of Myths in Classical Antiquity explores the ways that classical artists portrayed a variety of myths. It explains how formulas were devised for certain stories; how new forms were created to reflect changes in interpretations; what links exist between myths depicted and with daily life and historical propaganda; and the influence of changing taste. Illustrated with examples from a wide range of media, this book strikes a balance between serious scholarly research and accessible, nontechnical presentation, offering a fresh approach to Greek and Roman mythological illustration.

- 2003 253 x 177 mm 332pp
- 194 halftones
- 0 521 78267 8 Hardback £50.00
- 0 521 78809 9 Paperback £18.99

**Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World**
Katherine M. D. Dunbabin
Mosaics of the Greek and Roman World
This book is a masterpiece of visual, historical, technical and social analysis. Peter Jones, The Sunday Telegraph
‘... this is an exceptionally thorough analysis that will surely establish itself as the starting point for the study of mosaics for scholar and general reader alike.’
The Art Newspaper
- 2001 276 x 219 mm 380pp
- 47 line diagrams 271 halftones
- 24 colour plates 8 maps
- 0 521 00230 3 Paperback £30.00

**FORTHCOMING**

**The Urban Image of Late Antique Constantinople**
Sarah Bassett
Wayne State University, Detroit
From its foundation in the fourth century to its fall to the Ottoman Turks in the fifteenth, the city of Constantinople boasted a collection of antiquities unrivaled by any city of the medieval world. The Urban Image of Late Antique Constantinople reconstructs the collection from the time that the city was founded by Constantine the Great through the sixth century reign of the emperor Justinian. Drawing on medieval literary sources and, to a lesser extent, graphic and archaeological material, it identifies and describes the antiquities that were
known to have stood in the city’s public spaces. Individual displays of statues are analyzed as well as examined in conjunction with one another against the city’s topographical setting, in an effort to understand how ancient sculpture was used to create a distinct historical identity for Constantinople.

- 2004 247 x 174 mm 336pp
- 1 line diagram 42 halftones 7 maps
- 0 521 82723 X Hardback c. £50.00
- Publication September 2004

**The Parallel Worlds of Classical Art and Text**
Jocelyn Penny Small
Rutgers University, New Jersey
The Parallel Worlds of Classical Art and Text is the first study to consider the relationship between artists and texts throughout classical antiquity and to cover the entire range of illustrated text from traditional literary to technical works. By systematically applying new and objective criteria to judge the fidelity between picture and text, it becomes clear that artists illustrate stories, not texts. Jocelyn Penny Small argues that artistic transmissions follow the model of oral, not textual, transmission where the variant rules and where there is no original. Pictures on vases, she demonstrates, should not be used to reconstruct lost literary works. Finally, Small offers an analysis of literary sources on pictures in texts, proving that the appearance of the first illustrated literary classical texts occurred at the end of the Late Roman Republic.

- 2003 247 x 174 mm 270pp
- 10 line diagrams 64 halftones
- 0 521 81522 3 Hardback £55.00

**The Revival of the Olympian Gods in Renaissance Art**
Luba Freedman
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
In this study, Luba Freedman examines the revival of the twelve Olympian deities in the visual arts of sixteenth-century Italy. Renaissance representation of the Olympians as autonomous figures in paintings, sculpture and drawing were not easily integrated into a Christian society. While many patrons and artists venerated the ancient art works for their artistic qualities, others, nourished by religious beliefs, felt compelled to adapt ancient representations to Christian subjects. These conflicting attitudes influenced the representation of deities intentionally made all’antica, often resulting in an interweaving of classical and non-classical elements that is alien to the original, ancient sources. This study, the first devoted to this problem, highlights the problematic framework of the display and reception of ancient art during the Cinquecento. It offers new insights into the uneven absorption of the classical heritage during the early modern era.

- 2003 247 x 174 mm 318pp
- 31 line diagrams 47 half-tones
- 0 521 81576 2 Hardback £60.00

**The Urban Development of Rome in the Age of Alexander VII**
Dorothy Metzger Habel
University of Tennessee
Considers Alexander VII’s role in shaping the urban development of seventeenth century Rome.

- 2002 253 x 177 mm 446pp
- 16 line diagrams 207 half-tones
- 0 521 77264 8 Hardback £65.00

**The Cambridge History of Western Textiles**
Edited by David Jenkins
University of York
Textiles have been essential to the everyday lives of all societies. Besides helping provide protection and warmth, they have fulfilled social, cultural, military, legal and symbolic functions, and have been an essential part of the economic activity of societies from ancient times. The Cambridge History of Western Textiles brings together and extends current knowledge on the production and uses of textiles, through the eyes of archaeologists, economic and social historians, historians of fashion and the history of dress, and museum curators familiar with surviving artefacts. The history of all the major textile industries, including wool, linen, silk, cotton and artificial fibres is explored. Processes and technical terms are explained carefully, while the role and impact of textiles in western economies and societies are examined. In sum, the book offers an authoritative account of three thousand years of the production and consumption of textiles in the western world.

- 2003 247 x 174 mm 1400pp
- 280 halftones 40 colour plates
- 0 521 34107 8 2 Volume Boxed Set £250.00
Greek and Latin Literature

FORTHCOMING

The Cambridge Companion to Roman Satire
Edited by Kirk Freudenburg
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Satire as a distinct genre was first developed by the Romans and regarded as completely ‘their own’. In this Companion a leading international cast of contributors provides a stimulating introduction to the genre and its individual proponents aimed particularly at non-specialists. Employing the analogy of the feast commonly used to figure satire in antiquity, Roman satires are explored both as generic, literary phenomena and as highly symbolic and effective social activities. Later chapters discuss the transformation of satire in late antiquity and some of its receptions in more recent centuries.

Cambridge Companions to Literature

- 2004 228 x 152 mm 320pp
- 4 line diagrams 8 half-tones 2 maps
- 0 521 80559 4 Hardback c. £40.00
- 0 521 00627 9 Paperback c. £16.95
- Publication December 2004

FORTHCOMING

A History of Ancient Greek
From the Beginnings to Late Antiquity
Edited by A.-Ph. Christidis
University of Thessaloniki

This book presents a history of the Greek language from the beginnings to late antiquity. It provides a comprehensive study of the language and its relationship with society, politics and culture. An approach of exploring the history from various angles permeates the whole treatment of the subject, rendering the book highly readable and accessible as it is not confined to a merely technical examination of the language.

Cambridge Companions to Literature

- 2004 247 x 174 mm 1300pp
- 13 line diagrams 108 half-tones
- 0 521 83307 8 Hardback c. £120.00
- Publication February 2005

FORTHCOMING

Isidore of Seville’s Etymologies
Edited and translated by Stephen Barney
Jennifer Beach
University of California, Irvine
Oliver Berghof
San Marcos State College, California
and Wendy Lewis
University of California, Irvine

This work is the first complete English translation of the Latin Etymologies of Isidore, bishop of Seville (ca. 560–636). Isidore compiled the work between ca. 615 and the early 630s CE and it takes the form of an encyclopedia, arranged by subject-matter. It contains much lore of the late classical world beginning with the Seven Liberal Arts, including Rhetoric, and touches on hundreds of topics ranging from the names of God, the terminology of the Law, the technologies of fabrics, ships and agriculture to the names of cities and rivers, the theatrical arts, and cooking utensils. Isidore provides etymologies for most of the terms he explains, finding in the causes of words the underlying key to their meaning. This book offers a highly readable translation of the 23 books of the Etymologies; one of the most widely known texts of the last thousand years.

- 2005 228 x 152 mm 800pp 30 half-tones
- 0 521 83749 9 Hardback c. £90.00
- Publication March 2005

Writing and the Origins of Greek Literature
Barry B. Powell
University of Wisconsin, Madison

This book illuminates the genesis of the Homeric poems and other knotty problems in oral studies, such as the meaning of ‘orality’, ‘literacy’, ‘tradition’, ‘memorization’, and ‘text’. It examines the nature and history of writing, how it was used in the ancient Near East, and especially in Greece, and its relationship to Homer. Following up the author’s Homer and the Origin of the Greek Alphabet, it suggests that a Semite invented the Greek alphabet, heir to an ancient bilingual Eastern tradition of taking down poetry by dictation.

- 2002 228 x 152 mm 226pp
- 10 line diagrams 46 half-tones 1 map
- 0 521 78206 6 Hardback £40.00
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Athenian culture, Aeschylus’ Oresteia, readings of both Homeric epics, classical status is revealed through close link between speech, humanity, and barbarians, slaves, etc.—as bestial. This authoritative speech—women, means for viewing those ‘lacking’ platitude also provided the metaphorical animals don’t. But this zoological embarrassingly obvious: we speak; humans different from other animals is the Greeks believed what makes Western politics? This book argues that explore human nature and invent textual innovations of the classical period. This book considers how writing, and disseminating texts led to new ways of thinking and new forms of expression and behavior. The individual chapters cover a range of phenomena, including poetry, science, religions, philosophy, history, law and learning.

Ransom, Revenge, and Heroic Identity in the Iliad
John Heath
Santa Clara University, California
What pushed the ancient Greeks to explore human nature and invent Western politics? This book argues that the Greeks believed what makes humans different from other animals is embarrassingly obvious: we speak; animals don’t. But this zoological platitude also provided the metaphorical means for viewing those ‘lacking’ authoritative speech—women, barbarians, slaves, etc.—as bestial. This link between speech, humanity, and status is revealed through close readings of both Homeric epics, classical Athenian culture, Aeschylus’ Oresteia, and Plato’s Dialogues.

FORTHCOMING
The Talking Greeks
John Heath
Santa Clara University, California

FORTHCOMING
Myths of the Underworld Journey
Plato, Aristophanes, and the ‘Orphic’ Gold Tablets
Radcliffe G. Edmonds, III
Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania
Plato, Aristophanes, and the creators of the ‘Orphic’ gold tablets employ the traditional tale of a journey to the realm of the dead to redefine, within the mythic narrative, the boundaries of their societies. Rather than being the relics of a faded ritual tradition or the products of Orphic influence, these myths can only reveal their meanings through a close analysis of the specific ways in which each author makes use of the tradition. For these authors, myth is an agonistic discourse, neither a kind of sacred dogma nor a mere literary diversion, but rather a flexible tool that serves the wide variety of uses to which it is put. The traditional tale of the journey to the Underworld in Greek mythology is neither simple nor single, but each telling reveals a perspective on the cosmos, a reflection of the order of the world through the image of the other.

Ransom, Revenge, and Heroic Identity in the Iliad
Donna Wilson
Brooklyn College, City University of New York
Presents a detailed anthropology of compensation in the Iliad, with reference to the wider Homeric society.

A Narratological Commentary on the Odyssey
Irene de Jong
Universiteit van Amsterdam
New type of commentary on Homer’s Odyssey which concentrates on the text’s narrative art.

Inventing Homer
The Early Reception of Epic
Barbara Graziosi
University of Durham
Explores the ancient reception of the Homeric poems and their relation to modern approaches.

Hesiod’s Cosmos
Jenny Strauss Clay
University of Virginia
Hesiod’s Cosmos offers a comprehensive interpretation of both the Theogony and the Works and Days and demonstrates how the two Hesiodic poems must be read together as two halves of an integrated whole embracing both the divine and the human cosmos. After first offering a survey of the structure of both poems, Professor Clay reveals their mutually illuminating unity by offering detailed analyses of their respective poems, their teachings on the origins of the human race, and the two versions of the Prometheus myth. She then examines the role of human beings in the Theogony and the role of the gods in the Works and Days, as well as the position of the hybrid figures of monsters and heroes within the Hesiodic cosmos and in relation to the Hesiodic Catalogue of Women.

The Catalogue of Women ascribed in antiquity to Hesiod, one of the greatest epics and Hesiodic poetry, its place in the development of a pan-Hellenic
The influence of the Catalogue in antiquity is considered in chapters on Pindar and the lyric tradition, on Hellenistic poetry, and on the poem’s reception at Rome.

Now in Paperback

Herodotus in Context
Ethnography, Science and the Art of Persuasion
Rosalind Thomas
Royal Holloway, University of London

An examination of Herodotus’ Histories in the context of the intellectual developments of his time.  
— 2002 228 x 152 mm 330pp  
— 0 521 01241 4 Paperback £18.99
— Also available  
— 0 521 66259 1 Hardback £50.00

Greek and Roman Actors
Aspects of an Ancient Profession
Edited by Pat Easterling
University of Cambridge  
and Edith Hall  
University of Durham

This series of twenty complementary essays by experts in the field explores the art, social status, reputation and image of the ancient actor in the Greek and Roman worlds, from the sixth centuries BC to Byzantium. Numerous illustrations are included and all Greek and Latin passages are translated.

‘... a well organized, systematic discussion of the key elements in the evolution of ‘classical drama’.’

Times Literary Supplement  
— 2002 228 x 152 mm 542pp 61 half-tones 2 maps  
— 0 521 65140 9 Hardback £70.00

Achilles in Greek Tragedy
Panetts Michelakis
University of Bristol

Examines how the tragic dramatists persistently appropriated Achilles to address the concerns of their time.

Cambridge Classical Studies  
— 2002 216 x 138 mm 232pp 5 half-tones  
— 0 521 81843 5 Hardback £42.50

Forthcoming

Tradition and Innovation in Hellenistic Poetry
Marco Fantuzzi
University degli Studi di Macerata, Italy  
and Richard Hunter
University of Cambridge

Hellenistic poets of the third and second centuries were concerned both with the need to mark their continuity with the classical past and the need to demonstrate their independence from it. In this revised and expanded translation of Muse e modelli: la poesia ellenistica da Alessandro Magno ad Augusto, Greek poetry of the third and second centuries BC and its reception and influence at Rome is explored allowing both sides of this literary practice to be appreciated. Genres as diverse as epic and epigram are considered from a historical perspective, in the full range of their formal and deep-level structures, shedding brilliant new light on the poetry and its influence at Rome. Some of the most famous poetry of the age such as Callimachus’ Aitia and Apollonius’ Argonautica is examined. In addition, the poetry of encomium, in particular the newly-published epigrams of Posidippus, and Hellenistic poetics, notably Philodemus, are explored.

— 2002 228 x 152 mm 500pp  
— 0 521 83511 9 Hardback c. £60.00
— Publication October 2004

The Path of the Argo
Language, Imagery and Narrative in the Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius
R. J. Clare
University of Leeds

Innovative critical study emphasising thematic and narrative complexities arising from the poet’s use of language.

Cambridge Classical Studies  
— 2002 216 x 138 mm 312pp  
— 0 521 81036 1 Hardback £45.00

Ancient Epistolary Fictions
The Letter in Greek Literature
Patricia A. Rosenmeyer
University of Wisconsin, Madison

The first comprehensive look at the use of imaginary letters in Greek literature.  
— 2001 228 x 152 mm 380pp  
— 0 521 80004 8 Hardback £47.50

Vision and Narrative in Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon
Helen Morales
University of Cambridge

Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon, long regarded as the most controversial of the ancient Greek novels, is an outrageous tale of love and loss, of Phoenicians and philosophers, virginity tests and snuff murders. This book, the first published monograph on Achilles Tatius, is a study of Leucippe and Clitophon in its literary and visual contexts. It presents fresh insights into the work’s narrative complexities and interpretative difficulties. It is particularly concerned with the novel’s obsessions with the eye, with theories, descriptions, and metaphors of the visual. It advances a reading that gives full play to the narrative’s ‘disgressions’ — ekphrasis, sententia, blason, and spectacle — and discusses the politics of digressivity. This book is written to be accessible to non-specialists and all Greek is translated or paraphrased. It aims to contribute to a cultural history of viewing and to feminist literary criticism, as well as to the study of the ancient novel.

Cambridge Classical Studies  
— 2004 216 x 138 mm 275pp 1 half-tone  
— 0 521 64264 7 Hardback c. £47.50
— Publication November 2004

Ancient Anger Perspectives from Homer to Galen
Edited by Susanna Braund
Yale University, Connecticut  
and Glenn W. Most
Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa

Anger is found everywhere in the ancient world, starting with the very first word of the Iliad and continuing through all literary genres and every aspect of public and private life. Yet it is only very recently, as a variety of disciplines start to devote attention to the history and nature of the emotions, that Classicists, ancient historians, and ancient philosophers have begun to study anger in antiquity with the seriousness and attention it deserves. This volume brings together a number of significant new studies, by authors from different disciplines and countries, on literary, philosophical, medical, and political aspects of ancient anger from Homer until the Roman Imperial Period. It studies some of the most important
ancient sources and provides a paradigmatic selection of approaches to them, and should stimulate further research on this important subject in a number of fields.

Contributors: Susanna Morton Braund, Glenn W. Most, D. L. Cairns, D. S. Allen, David Konstan, W. V. Harris, Christopher A. Faraone, J. H. D. Scourfield, Ann Ellis Hanson, Christopher Gill, Elaine Fantham, Giles Gilbert

Yale Classical Studies, 32

— 2004 228 x 152 mm 336pp
— 0 521 82625 X Hardback £45.00

Who Needs Greek? Contests in the Cultural History of Hellenism

Simon Goldhill
University of Cambridge

Lively study of conflicts about the meaning of Greek-ness in the modern and ancient worlds.

— 2002 228 x 152 mm 334pp 20 half-tones
— 0 521 81228 3 Hardback £45.00
— 0 521 01176 0 Paperback £16.99

Bilingualism and the Latin Language

J. N. Adams
All Souls College, Oxford

This is the first book to deal systematically with problems of communication in the Roman world, in which numerous languages apart from Latin and Greek were spoken. How did the Romans communicate with their subjects in the remoter parts of the Empire? What linguistic policies, if any, did they pursue? Differing forms of bilingualism developed, which had a significant effect on the way both the Romans and their subjects thought, spoke and wrote. Over a dozen languages are considered, and a wide range of cultural, historical and linguistic questions addressed.

‘A marvellously informative study of the contacts between Latin and other languages in the Roman world, exploring the linguistic diversity of the empire on a scale, and at a depth, that no one has done before … An extraordinarily impressive book and a masterful collection of material [demonstrating] just how central the study of language is to any proper understanding of the ancient world.’

The Times Literary Supplement
— 2003 228 x 152 mm 640pp
— 0 521 81771 4 Hardback £100.00

FORTHCOMING

Terence and the Language of Roman Comedy

Evangelos Karakasis
University of Ioannina, Greece

This book offers a comprehensive examination of the language of Roman comedy in general and that of Terence in particular. The study explores Terence’s use of language to differentiate his characters and his language in relation to the language of the comic fragments of the palliata, the togata and the atellana. Linguistic categories in the Terentian corpus explored include colloquialisms, archaisms, hellenisms and idiolectal features. Terence is shown to give his old men an old-fashioned and verbose tone, while low characters are represented as using colloquial diction. An examination of Eunuchus’ language shows it to be closer to the Plautine linguistic tradition. The book also provides a thorough linguistic/stylistic commentary on all the fragments of the palliata, the togata and the atellana. It shows that Terence, except in the case of his Eunuchus, consciously distances himself from the linguistic/stylistic tradition of Plautus followed by all other comic poets.

Cambridge Classical Studies
— 2004 216 x 138 mm 280pp
— 0 521 84298 0 Hardback c. £47.50
— Publication October 2004

The Cambridge Companion to Ovid

Edited by Philip Hardie
University of Cambridge

Accessible but excitingly new critical handbook to one of the greatest writers of classical antiquity.

Cambridge Companions to Literature
— 2002 228 x 152 mm 424pp 18 half-tones
— 0 521 77281 8 Hardback £47.50
— 0 521 77528 0 Paperback £17.99

Ovid’s Poetics of Illusion

Philip Hardie
University of Cambridge

This major study provides the first comprehensive treatment of the ways in which Ovid creates and simultaneously deflates various kinds of illusion in his poetry, touching on his entire output, from the Amores to the exile poetry. It includes substantial discussions of Ovid’s reception in western literature and art.

— 2002 228 x 152 mm 374pp 12 half-tones
— 0 521 80087 0 Hardback £47.50

Declamation, Paternity, and Roman Identity

Authority and the Rhetorical Self

Erik Gunderson
Ohio State University

This book explores the much-maligned and misunderstood genre of declamation. Instead of a bastard rhetoric, declamation should be seen as a venue within which the rhetoric of the legitimate self is constructed. These fictions of the self are uncannily real, and these stagey dramas are in fact rehearsals for the serious play of Roman identity. Critics of declamation find themselves recapitulating the very logic of the genre they are refusing. When declamation is read in the light of the contemporary theory of the subject a wholly different picture emerges: this is a canny game played with and within the rhetoric of the self. This book makes broad claims for what is often seen as a narrow topic. An appendix includes a new translation and brief discussion of a sample of surviving examples of declamation.

‘Erik Gunderson makes an eloquent case for taking declamation seriously, while letting us continue to wonder at the strangeness of this dark corner of Latin literature.’

The Times Literary Supplement
— 2003 228 x 152 mm 300pp
— 0 521 80095 7 Hardback £45.00
**Satires of Rome**

**Threatening Poses from Lucilius to Juvenal**

Kirk Freudenburg
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

The first complete study of Roman verse satire to appear since 1976, this book provides a fresh and exciting survey of the field. It studies Rome’s satirists individually, in their proper order, and relates their achievements to the separate social and political environs of each writer’s own age.

‘The specialist in Roman satire will … find some interesting ideas herein.’

*Classics Ireland*

- 2001 228 x 152 mm 308pp
- 0 521 80357 8 Hardback £50.00
- 0 521 00621 X Paperback £19.99

**NEW**

**Morals and Villas in Seneca’s Letters**

**Places to Dwell**

John Henderson
University of Cambridge

John Henderson explores three letters of Seneca describing visits to Roman villas, and surveys the whole collection to show how these villas work as designs for contrasting lives. Seneca’s own place is ageing drastically; a recent Epicurean’s paradise is a seductive oasis away from the dangers of Nero’s Rome; once a fortress of the dour Rome of yesteryear, the legendary Scipio’s lair was now a shrine to the old morality: Seneca reveals in its primitive bathhouse, dark and cramped, before exploring the garden with the present owner. Seneca brings the philosophical epistle to Latin literature, creating models for moralizing which feature self-criticism, parody, and re-animated myth. Virgil and Horace come in for rough handling, as the Latin moralist wrests ethical practice and writing away from Greek gurus and texts, and into critical thinking within a Roman context. Here is powerful teaching on metaphor and translation, on self-transformation and cultural tradition.

- 2004 216 x 138 mm 215pp 1 half-tone
- 0 521 83717 0 Hardback £45.00
- Publication May 2004

**The Cambridge History of Classical Literature**

Series Editors: P. E. Easterling
University of Cambridge
E. J. Kenney
University of Cambridge
B. M. W. Knox
Center for Hellenic Studies, Washington

W. V. Claeussen
Harvard University, Massachusetts

Volume 1: Greek Literature
Edited by P. E. Easterling and Bernard M. W. Knox

- 1989 228 x 152 mm 960pp
- 0 521 21042 9 Hardback £110.00

Volume 1: Greek Literature Part 1: Early Greek Poetry

- 1989 228 x 152 mm 256pp
- 0 521 35981 3 Paperback £20.99

Volume 1: Greek Literature Part 2: Greek Drama

- 1989 228 x 152 mm 216pp
- 0 521 35982 1 Paperback £14.99

Volume 1: Greek Literature Part 3: Philosophy, History and Oratory

- 1989 228 x 152 mm 224pp
- 0 521 35983 X Paperback £19.99

Volume 1: Greek Literature Part 4: The Hellenistic Period and the Empire

- 1989 228 x 152 mm 280pp
- 0 521 35984 8 Paperback £21.99

Volume 2: Latin Literature
Edited by E. J. Kenney and W. V. Claeussen

- 1985 228 x 152 mm 960pp
- 0 521 35985 6 Hardback £110.00

Volume 2: Latin Literature Part 1: The Early Republic

- 1983 228 x 152 mm 223pp
- 0 521 27375 7 Paperback £13.99

**The Passions in Play**

**Thyestes and the Dynamics of Senecan Drama**

Alessandro Schiesaro
King’s College London

This is the first monograph in English devoted to the most important of Seneca’s tragedies, *Thyestes*, which has had a notable influence on Western drama from Shakespeare to Antonin Artaud. *Thyestes* emerges as the master text of ‘Silver’ Latin poetry, and as an original reflection on the nature of theatre comparable to Euripides’ *Bacchae*. The book analyses the complex structure of the play, its main themes, the relationship between Seneca’s vibrant style and his obsession with dark issues of revenge and regression. Substantial discussion of other plays – especially *Trojan Women*, *Oedipus and Medea* – permits a comprehensive re-evaluation of Seneca’s poetics and its pivotal role in post-Virgilian literature. Topics explored include the relationship between Seneca’s plays and his theory of the emotions, the connection between poetic inspiration and the Underworld, and Seneca’s treatment of time, which, in a perspective informed by psychoanalysis, is seen as a central preoccupation of Senecan tragedy.

- 2003 228 x 152 mm 296pp
- 0 521 81801 X Hardback £45.00

**Petronius and the Anatomy of Fiction**

Victoria Rimell
Girton College, Cambridge

Explores corporeality as a metaphor and its implications for the unity of the text.

- 2002 228 x 152 mm 250pp
- 0 521 81586 X Hardback £45.00

**Statius’ Silvae and the Poetics of Empire**

Carole E. Newlands
University of Wisconsin, Madison

Although traditionally derided by critics, this study argues that Statius’ *Silvae* offer fascinating insights into the history, politics, art and literature of the Flavian period. They celebrate and explore a flourishing literary and artistic culture which was largely suppressed after the Emperor Domitian’s assassination in AD 96.

- 2002 228 x 152 mm 364pp
- 0 521 80891 X Hardback £50.00

**Latin Translation in the Renaissance**

**The Theory and Practice of Leonardo Bruni, Giannozzo Manetti and Desiderius Erasmus**

Paul Botley
University of Bristol

Latin translations of Greek works have received much less attention than vernacular translations of classical works. This book examines the work of three Latin translators of the Renaissance. The versions of Aristotle made by Leonardo Bruni (1370–1444) were among the most controversial translations of the fifteenth century and he defended his methods in the first modern treatise on translation, *De interpretatione recta*. Giannozzo Manetti (1396–1459) produced versions of Aristotle and the Bible and he too ultimately felt obliged to publish his own defence of the translator’s art, *Apologeticus*. Desiderius Erasmus (c.1469–1536) chose to defend his own translation of the New Testament, one of the most controversial translations ever printed, with a substantial and expanding volume of annotations. This book attempts to provide a broad perspective on the development of Latin writing about translation by drawing together the ideas of these three very different translators.

*Cambridge Classical Studies*

- 2002 216 x 138 mm 215pp 1 half-tone
- 0 521 83717 0 Hardback £45.00

**FORTHCOMING**

** Петрона и теория перевода**

Коллектив авторов

Группа ученых университетов

Впервые переводная работа, посвященная переводу древнегреческих текстов в Римскую эпоху, будет опубликована в 2004 году. Она включит в себя анализ переводов П. Бруни, Г. Манетти и Д. Эрмаса. Книга будет предложена в двух частях: первая будет посвящена переводу Аристотеля, вторая – переводам Библии. Книга будет содержать подробные комментарии и научные исследования, которые помогут понять идеи переводчиков и их влияние на развитие латинской литературы в эпоху Возрождения.
Odyssey was produced, to the text itself
This handy guide to The Odyssey will
Balliol College, Oxford
Jasper Griffin
Second edition
Homer: The Odyssey

Landmarks of World Literature (New)
This series of essential guides is now available to a new generation of students of literature. Selected titles in the series have been updated by their original authors or by other experts in the field. The design has also been updated. The original scope of the series has been retained; each volume provides a concise and lucid introduction to a major work of world literature from classical antiquity to the twentieth century. The series engages with works across the range of genres and literary traditions. Each book is devoted to a single work and provides readings of that text, as well as a full account of its historical, cultural, and intellectual background, a discussion of its influence, and a guide to further reading. Landmarks of World Literature have established themselves as invaluable guides to key literary texts, and they have now been revised and updated to meet the needs of a new generation of students and scholars.

NEW
Homer: The Odyssey
Second edition
Jasper Griffin
Balliol College, Oxford
This handy guide to The Odyssey will introduce students to a text, which has been fundamental to literature for nearly 3000 years. Readers will be introduced to the world in which the Odyssey was produced, to the text itself and to its origins in oral poetry. This volume gives a summary of the poem and examines its structure. The unity, values and techniques of the poem are clearly outlined, as are the reasons for its longstanding appeal. This guide delves into the diverse world of the story; that of monsters, gods, and enchantresses which interacts with the very different world of the home, marriage and the family. Students will be introduced to the essential themes of loyalty and betrayal, and guided through the narrative of Odysseus’ adventures, which also illustrate the workings of the world and the justice of heaven. Readers will find a very helpful guide to further reading.

NEW
Aeschylus: The Oresteia
Second edition
Simon Goldhill
King’s College, Cambridge
This is the only general introduction in English to Aeschylus’ Oresteia, one of the most important and most influential of all Greek dramas. It discusses the Greek drama festival and the social and philosophical insights, and explains the poem’s status as the central classic of European culture. The final chapter considers the Aeneid’s influence on later writers including Dante and the Romantics. The guide to further reading has been updated and will prove to be an invaluable resource to students coming to The Aeneid for the first time.

The Iliad
General Editor: G. S. Kirk
University of Cambridge
The project is the first large-scale commentary on The Iliad for nearly 100 years, and takes special account of language, style and thematic structure as well as of the complex social and cultural background to the work.

Volume 1: Books 1–4
Edited by G. S. Kirk
– 1985 228 x 152 mm 448pp 1 table 3 maps
– 0 521 28171 7 Paperback £22.99
Volume 2: Books 5–8
Edited by G. S. Kirk
– 1990 228 x 152 mm 367pp
– 0 521 23710 6 Hardback £60.00
– 0 521 28172 5 Paperback £21.99
Volume 3: Books 9–12
Edited by Bryan Hainsworth
General Editor G. S. Kirk
– 1993 228 x 152 mm 402pp
– 0 521 28173 3 Paperback £21.99
Volume 4: Books 13–16
Edited by Richard Janko
General Editor G. S. Kirk
– 1991 228 x 152 mm 485pp 1 map
– 0 521 28174 1 Paperback £26.00

Volume 5: Books 17–20
Edited by Mark W. Edwards
General Editor G. S. Kirk
– 1991 228 x 152 mm 374pp
3 line diagrams
– 0 521 31208 6 Paperback £21.99

Volume 6: Books 21–24
Edited by Nicholas Richardson
General Editor G. S. Kirk
– 1993 228 x 152 mm 407pp
– 0 521 31209 4 Paperback £21.99

TEXTBOOK SERIES

Roman Literature and Its Contexts
Series Editors: Denis Feeney
Princeton University
Stephen Hinds
University of Washington, Seattle

This series is designed to encourage readers of Latin texts to sharpen their readings by placing them in broader and better defined contexts, and to encourage other classicists to explore the general or particular implications of their work for readers of Latin texts. The books all constitute original and innovative research and are envisaged as suggestive essays whose aim is to stimulate debate.

FORTHCOMING

Empire and Memory
The Representation of the Roman Republic in Imperial Culture
Alain Gowing
University of Washington

The memory of the Roman Republic exercised a powerful influence on several generations of Romans who lived under its political and cultural successor, the Principate or Empire. This work explores how that memory manifested itself over the course of the early Principate. Making use of the close relationship between memoria and historia in Roman thought, and drawing on modern studies of historical memory, the author offers case studies of several major imperial authors from the reign of Tiberius down through that of Trajan (AD 14–117). The memory evident in literature is linked to that imprinted on Rome’s urban landscape and special attention is paid to the Forum of Augustus (dedicated in 2 BC) and the Forum of Trajan (AD 113) as particularly suggestive physical reminders of the transition from a time when the memory of the Republic was highly valued to one when its grip had begun to loosen.

Reading Greek

Greek and Latin Literature

For monthly email alerts visit www.cambridge.org/eservices
Reading Latin

Reading Latin: Text
Peter V. Jones and Keith C. Sidwell
- 1986 210 x 148 mm 176pp
- 6 line diagrams 72 half-tones 5 maps
- 0 521 28623 9 Paperback £13.99

Reading Latin
Grammar, Vocabulary and Exercises
Peter V. Jones and Keith C. Sidwell
- 1986 210 x 148 mm 640pp 30 tables
- 0 521 28622 0 Paperback £19.99

An Independent Study Guide to Reading Latin
Peter V. Jones and Keith C. Sidwell
- 2000 210 × 148 mm 290pp
- 0 521 65373 8 Paperback £16.99

The World of Rome
An Introduction to Roman Culture
Peter V. Jones and Keith C. Sidwell
University College Cork
A fascinating introduction to the history and culture of Rome with many illustrations.

'With 400 richly illustrated pages, it is the most up-to-date general introduction to Roman life, history and culture available.'
Daily Telegraph
- 1997 210 x 148 mm 423pp
- 4 line diagrams 108 half-tones 1 table 4 maps
- 0 521 38421 4 Hardback £50.00
- 0 521 38600 4 Paperback £18.99

Reading Medieval Latin
Keith Sidwell
- 1995 210 x 148 mm 416pp 8 maps 2 plans
- 0 521 44747 X Paperback £19.99

The Elements of New Testament Greek
Paperback and Audio CD Pack
J. W. Wenham, Jonathan T. Pennington, and Norman H. Young
The shrink-wrapped set contains:
- Brand new guide to Greek syntax
  - 2001 216 x 138 mm 142pp
  - 0 521 00257 5 Mixed Media £19.99
  - 0 521 54187 5 Audio CD c. £9.99

A Concise Dictionary of New Testament Greek
Warren C. Trenchard
La Sierra University, California
This Dictionary provides students, pastors, and others with a convenient and useful source of word meanings and English glosses for the entire vocabulary of the Greek New Testament, and is an essential accompaniment to any course of NT Greek or serious study of the Bible in its original form.
- 2003 216 x 138 mm 196pp
- 0 521 81815 X Hardback £32.50
- 0 521 52111 4 Paperback £10.99

New Testament Greek
A Reader
Joint Association of Classical Teachers
Helps post-beginner-level students to read substantial extracts from the New Testament in Greek.
Reading Greek
- 2001 210 x 148 mm 228pp 15 half-tones 2 maps
- 0 521 65447 5 Paperback £15.99

Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries
Series Editors: Professor James Diggle
University of Cambridge
Professor Neil Hopkinson
Trinity College, Cambridge
Professor Jonathan Powell
Royal Holloway, University of London
Dr Michael Reeve
University of Cambridge
Professor David Sedley
University of Cambridge
Professor Richard Tarrant
Harvard University
This series provides critical editions of Greek and Latin authors for scholars and advanced students. Each volume contains an introduction, a text with apparatus, and a commentary which discusses in detail textual and other problems.

FORTHCOMING

Theophrastus
Characters
Edited by James Diggle
University of Cambridge
Theophrastus' Characters is a collection of 30 short character-sketches of various types of individuals who might be met in the streets of Athens in the late fourth century BC. It is a unique work which had a profound influence on European literature. This is by far the most detailed and elaborate treatment of it ever published. This edition presents a radically improved text, a translation which is designed both to be readable and to bring out fully the nuances of the very difficult Greek, and a commentary which covers every feature of the text and its interpretation and offers particularly full elucidation of the often enigmatic references to contemporary social practices and historical events. There is also a lengthy introduction, which discusses the antecedents and affiliations of the work, its date, its purpose, and the manuscript tradition. There are also extensive indexes, including an Index Verborum.

Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries, 43
- 2004 216 x 138 mm 560pp
- 0 521 83980 7 Hardback c. £65.00
- 0 521 83980 7 Paperback £32.50

NEW

Frontinus: De Aquaeductu Urbis Romae
Edited by Robert Rodgers
University of Vermont
In 97 CE Julius Frontinus was appointed by the Emperor Nerva to the post of water commissioner for the city of Rome. In the De Aquaeductu Urbis Romae he sets forth his duties, responsibilities, and accomplishments during his first year in office. He sketches the history of the aqueducts, furnishes a wealth of technical data, and quotes verbatim from legal documents. This edition is the first since 1922 to be based on the single authoritative witness discovered at Monte Cassino in 1429 and is also the first to take into account the idiosyncrasies of its twelfth-century scribe, Peter the Deacon, a man notorious for literary affectations of his own. R. H. Rodgers provides the first full commentary since the early eighteenth century, dividing his attention between text and language on the one hand, and content and interpretation on the other.
Antiphon the Sophist
The Fragments
Edited and translated by Gerard J. Pendrick
Spelman College, Atlanta
Complete edition, including a translation, of all the evidence for this philosophical contemporary of Socrates.
Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries, 39
– 2002 216 x 138 mm 484pp
– 0 521 65161 1 Hardback £60.00

Aristotle: Historia Animalium
Volume 1: Books I-X: Text
Edited by D. M. Balme
Prepared for publication by Allan Gottfreil
University of Pittsburgh
Cambridge Classical Texts and Commentaries, 38
– 2002 216 x 138 mm 652pp
– 0 521 48002 7 Hardback £95.00

Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
Series Editors: P. E. Easterling
University of Cambridge
Philip Hardie
University of Oxford
Richard Hunter
University of Cambridge
E. J. Kenney
University of Cambridge
This series was conceived to meet the demand for classical texts with commentaries at student level that say more about works as literature and concentrate less exclusively on textual and syntactic matters.

NEW
Bacchylides
A Selection
Edited by H. Maehler
University College London
Bacchylides (c. 520–450 BC) was one of the nine Greek lyric poets selected as models of this genre by the Alexandrian scholars who first collected and edited their songs in the 3rd century BC. Bacchylides’ songs did not survive the end of antiquity, but substantial portions of at least three books have been recovered from papyri found in Egypt. This is the first commentary in English since R. C. Jebb’s Bacchylides (1905). It aims to introduce the reader to two important areas of Greek choral lyric poetry in which Bacchylides was pre-eminent: songs in praise of individuals (victory odes 3–6 and 11, and enkomia frs. 20A–D), and songs composed for religious festivals (dithyrambs, procession songs, and paeans). Among the most attractive features of his style are the well-balanced formal structure of his poems, and his vivid narrative which is capable of creating scenes of high drama and deep passion.
Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
– 2004 186 x 123 mm 281pp
– 0 521 59036 1 Hardback £47.50
– 0 521 59977 6 Paperback £17.99
– Publication April 2004

Herodotus: Histories
Book IX
Edited by Michael A. Flower
Princeton University
and John Marincola
New York University
Commentary providing a Greek text with detailed philological, literary, and historical notes.
Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
– 2002 186 x 123 mm 374pp 1 half-tone 3 maps
– 0 521 59368 9 Hardback £50.00
– 0 521 59650 5 Paperback £18.99

Euripides: Medea
Edited by Donald J. Mastronarde
University of California, Berkeley
Comprehensive edition of this classic play aimed at second-year students and above.
Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
– 2002 186 x 123 mm 442pp
– 0 521 64365 1 Hardback £50.00
– 0 521 64386 4 Paperback £18.99

Plato: Alcibiades
Edited by Nicholas Denyer
Trinity College, Cambridge
The first modern edition of Plato’s Alcibiades, aimed at both students and scholars.
Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
– 2001 186 x 123 mm 266pp
– 0 521 63281 1 Hardback £45.00
– 0 521 63414 8 Paperback £17.99

Demosthenes: On the Crown
Edited by Harvey Yunis
Rice University, Houston
A text, with introduction and commentary, of a speech by the ancient Greek orator Demosthenes.
Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
– 2001 186 x 123 mm 328pp 1 map
– 0 521 62092 9 Hardback £50.00
– 0 521 62930 6 Paperback £18.99
Cicero: Philippiics I-II
Edited by John T. Ramsey
University of Illinois, Chicago

This edition makes these two masterpieces of Latin literature accessible to students both as works of literature and as historical sources. The commentary on the Latin text is the most thorough ever published in English, and no speech of Cicero covers a broader range of history than the Second Philippic, roughly 63 to 44 BC. It presents a vivid account of Julius Caesar's rise to power, a fascinating look at the Civil War years (49–45 BC), and a chilling assessment of the ambitious successor to Caesar, Mark Antony.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
- 2003 186 x 123 mm 380pp 1 map 1 plan
- 0 521 41106 8 Hardback £47.50
- 0 521 42285 X Paperback £17.99

Cicero: De Natura Deorum Book I
Edited by Andrew R. Dyck
University of California, Los Angeles

This is an edition of the Latin text, with accompanying commentary suitable for students, of the first book of Cicero's essay, On the Nature of the Gods. It is a dialogue comprising an exposition and refutation of the theology of the Epicurean philosophical school as well as a history of ancient reflections on the gods. Prefaced to the dialogue is Cicero's general justification for writing on philosophy. In the Introduction Professor Dyck sets the work into the context of Cicero's intellectual development and of ancient views of the deity.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
- 2003 186 x 123 mm 386pp 1 half-tone 1 map
- 0 521 80360 8 Hardback £50.00
- 0 521 95539 6 Paperback £18.99

Seneca: De otio; De brevitate vitae
Edited by G. D. Williams
Columbia University, New York

This edition, the first modern one in English, introduces undergraduates and more advanced students to Seneca's Stoic philosophy and to his complex artistic method. The short treatises De otio and De brevitate vitae balance each other by representing different but complementary aspects of Senecan philosophy; in De otio, one's duty to the 'active' life, in De brevitate vitae, one's duty to oneself in reclaiming life from the impositions made upon the self. The Latin text is accompanied by an introduction and literary and linguistic commentary.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
- 2003 186 x 123 mm 286pp
- 0 521 58823 7 Hardback £47.50
- 0 521 58866 5 Paperback £17.99

Martial: Select Epigrams
Edited by Lindsay Watson
University of Sydney
and Patricia Watson
University of Sydney

A representative selection of the poems of the first-century AD epigrammatist Martial is presented in this edition, together with a very full introduction and commentary suitable for use with students. Martial is a vital source for our knowledge of life in ancient Rome. He is also the writer responsible for shaping our modern conception of the epigram as a vehicle for the brief and trenchant exposure of the follies of society by means of sparkling wit and verbal point.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
- 2003 186 x 123 mm 380pp
- 0 521 55488 8 Hardback £50.00
- 0 521 55539 6 Paperback £18.99

Tacitus: Histories Book I
Edited by Cynthia Damon
Amherst College, Massachusetts

Book I of the Histories covers the beginning of the infamous ‘Year of the Four Emperors’ (69 CE), which brought imperial Rome to the brink of destruction after the demise of the Julio-Claudian dynasty. This edition provides a full commentary and introduction suitable for students at intermediate level and above.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
- 2002 186 x 123 mm 338pp 1 half-tone 3 maps
- 0 521 57072 7 Hardback £50.00
- 0 521 57822 1 Paperback £17.99

Tacitus: Dialogus de oratoribus
Edited by Roland Mayer
King's College London

An edition of Tacitus’ work on oratory, with a substantial introduction and commentary.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
- 2001 186 x 123 mm 238pp
- 0 521 47040 4 Hardback £47.50
- 0 521 46996 1 Paperback £16.99

Suetonius: Diuus Claudius
Edited by Donna W. Hurley

The Latin text, with introduction and commentary, of the biography of the emperor Claudius by Suetonius.

Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics
- 2001 186 x 123 mm 282pp 1 half-tone 2 genealogical tables
- 0 521 59325 5 Hardback £45.00
- 0 521 59676 9 Paperback £16.99

NEW SERIES
Greek Culture in the Roman World
Series Editors: Susan E. Alcock
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Jas’ Elsner
Corpus Christi College, Oxford
Simon Goldhill
University of Cambridge

Greek Culture in the Roman Empire offers a rich field for study. Extraordinary insights can be gained into processes of multicultural contact and exchange, political and ideological conflict, and the creativity of a polyglot, changing empire. This was also a period when many fundamental elements of Western society were being set in place: from the rise of Christianity, to an influential system of education, to long-lived artistic canons. This series is the first to focus on the response of Greek culture to its Roman imperial setting as a significant phenomenon in its own right. To that end, it will publish original and innovative research in the art, archaeology, epigraphy, history, philosophy, religion and literature of the Empire, with an emphasis on Greek material.

FORTHCOMING

Athletics and Literature in the Roman Empire
Jason König
University of St Andrews, Scotland

Greek athletics flourished more in the Roman empire than it ever had before. This book offers an exciting new cultural history of the athletics of that period, setting out evidence for athletic festivals and athletic education. It also explores the way in which discussion of athletics, a highly-controversial subject, could become entangled in wider debates in Greek and Roman culture. In doing so it overlaps between ‘literary’ and ‘non-literary’ texts and offers major new readings of a wide range of Greek and Latin authors.
in classical culture offered moral education to all or only to the social elite? The interdisciplinary and thematic approach offers the student of early Christianity a comprehensive treatment of its role and influence in Roman society.

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 220pp
- 0 521 63310 9 Hardback c. £45.00
- 0 521 63386 9 Paperback c. £15.95
- Publication February 2005

**NEW**

**Trade in Classical Antiquity**

Neville Morley
University of Bristol

Historians have long argued about the place of trade in classical antiquity: was it the life-blood of a complex, Mediterranean-wide economic system, or a thin veneer on the surface of an under-developed agrarian society? Trade underpinned the growth of Athenian and Roman power, helping to supply armies and cities. It furnished the goods that ancient elites needed to maintain their dominance — and yet, those same elites generally regarded trade and traders as a threat to social order. Trade, like the patterns of consumption that determined its development, was implicated in wider debates about politics, morality and the state of society, just as the expansion of trade in the modern world is presented both as the answer to global poverty and as an instrument of exploitation and cultural imperialism. This book explores the nature and importance of ancient trade, considering its ecological and cultural significance as well as its economic aspects.

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 220pp
- 0 521 63279 X Hardback c. £40.00
- 0 521 63416 4 Paperback c. £15.95
- Publication February 2005

**Banking and Business in the Roman World**

Jean Andreau
Translated by Janet Lloyd

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 1999 228 x 152 mm 196pp
- 0 521 38031 6 Hardback £40.00
- 0 521 38932 1 Paperback £16.99

**Food and Society in Classical Antiquity**

Peter Garnsey

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 1999 228 x 152 mm 190pp 6 half-tones 3 figures
- 0 521 64182 9 Hardback £45.00
- 0 521 64598 3 Paperback £15.99

**Sport and Society in Ancient Greece**

Mark Golden

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 1998 228 x 152 mm 230pp 9 half-tones 6 tables 1 figure
- 0 521 49790 6 Paperback £15.99

**Roman Law in Context**

David Johnston

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 1999 228 x 152 mm 164pp
- 0 521 63046 0 Hardback £40.00
- 0 521 63061 1 Paperback £15.99

**Friendship in the Classical World**

David Konstan

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 1999 228 x 152 mm 284pp 46 line diagrams 12 tables
- 0 521 37611 4 Paperback £16.99

**Public Order in Ancient Rome**

Wilfried Nippel

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 1995 228 x 152 mm 173pp
- 0 521 38327 7 Hardback £40.00
- 0 521 38749 3 Paperback £14.99

**Religions of the Ancient Greeks**

Simon Price

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 1999 228 x 152 mm 230pp 19 line diagrams 17 half-tones
- 0 521 38201 7 Hardback £40.00
- 0 521 38867 8 Paperback £15.99

**Literacy and Orality in Ancient Greece**

Rosalind Thomas

**Key Themes in Ancient History**
- 1999 228 x 152 mm 213pp
- 0 521 37742 0 Paperback £17.99
**The Cambridge Illustrated History of the Roman World**

Edited by Greg Woolf
University of St Andrews, Scotland

From its mythical foundation in 753 BC to its sack in the fifth century AD, the city of Rome had an impact on the world that it would be hard to overestimate. At its height the empire which it built up stretched from northern Britain to the deserts of Arabia. In this new history an international team of historians, archaeologists and classicists presents a vision of the world’s most famous imperial power based on the most up-to-date research and discoveries. Chapters and box-features present gripping accounts of Roman history and literature and deal with themes ranging from medicine to warfare. They are supported by a rich set of illustrations of sites, monuments and works of art from across the Empire. Read together, these build up a fascinating picture of a civilization permeated by its imperial role, and of the colossal costs as well as the gains of empire.

- Presents a vision of Rome based on the latest research and discoveries
- Possesses a clear, attractive design and numerous colour illustrations
- Written to stimulate and inspire the general reader

‘For anyone with a serious interest in the Roman world, this is the book to get’. The Sunday Telegraph

**Contents:**


**Cambridge Illustrated Histories**

- 2003 253 x 203 mm 384pp
  - 180 colour plates 15 maps
  - 0 521 82775 2 Hardback £30.00
other eastern peoples, shedding new light on a dramatic and highly significant historical period.

- 2005 228 x 152 mm 400pp  50 half-tones
- 0 521 81746 3 Hardback  £45.00
- 0 521 52071 1 Paperback  £16.95
- Publication February 2005

FORTHCOMING

Studies in Ancient Greek and Roman Society
Edited by Robin Osborne
University of Cambridge

This collection of papers originally published in the journal Past and Present includes some of the most innovative history written about Greece and Rome in the last twenty years, and offers a convenient and enthralling guide to the most exciting current issues and topics in Greek and Roman history. The contributors to the volume are among the most influential ancient historians who have been active in the last quarter century. An introduction by the editor sets the scene for papers on Greek warfare, the regulation and representation of women and the nature and study of homosexual relationships at Athens, the relationship between Rome and its empire, whether Rome was democratic, the ideology of Augustan Rome, games and gaming at Rome, the lives of slaves, the ancient interpretation of dreams, the nature of religious pilgrimage, early Christian martyr stories, and bandits in the Roman empire.

Past and Present Publications
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 408pp  6 half-tones
- 0 521 83769 3 Hardback  £50.00
- 0 521 53992 7 Paperback  £18.99
- Publication May 2004

NEW

Money and the Early Greek Mind
Homer, Philosophy, Tragedy
Richard Seaford
University of Exeter

How were the Greeks of the sixth century BC able to invent philosophy and tragedy? In this book Richard Seaford argues that a large part of the answer can be found in another momentous development, the invention and rapid spread of coinage which produced the first ever thoroughly monetised society. By transforming social relations, monetisation contributed to the ideas of the universe as an impersonal system (presocratic philosophy) and of the individual alienated from his own kin and from the gods (in tragedy). Seaford argues that an important precondition for this monetisation was the Greek practice of animal sacrifice, as represented in Homeric Epic, which describes a premonetary world on the point of producing money. This book combines social history, economic anthropology, numismatics and the close reading of literary, inscriptional, and philosophical texts. Questioning the origins and shaping force of Greek philosophy, this is a major book with wide appeal.

- 2004 228 x 152 mm 382pp
- 0 521 83228 4 Hardback  £50.00
- 0 521 53592 7 Paperback  £18.99

PRIZEWINNER

The Archaeology of Ancient Greece
James Whitley
British School at Athens

Synthesis of current research on the material culture of Greece in the Archaic and Classical periods.

Cambridge World Archaeology
- 2001 247 x 174 mm 512pp
- 46 line diagrams  87 half-tones  1 table
- 40 maps
- 0 521 62205 0 Hardback  £65.00
- 0 521 62733 8 Paperback  £22.99

PRIZEWINNER

An Island Archaeology of the Early Cyclades
Cyprian Broodbank
University College London

A case study of the Greek Cyclades, documenting new ways of studying global island archaeology.

- 2002 246 x 189 mm 432pp
- 15 line diagrams  71 half-tones  14 tables
- 14 graphs  97 maps
- 0 521 52844 5 Paperback  £32.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Piracy in the Graeco-Roman World
Philip de Souza
University College Dublin

‘... it is pithy and to-the-point and should easily take its place as the standard work of reference in English and the launching pad for all further investigations.’

James Davidson, Times Literary Supplement
- 2002 228 x 152 mm 292pp  4 half-tones
- 0 521 01240 6 Paperback  £17.99

Aspects of Empire in Achaemenid Sardis
Elspeth R. M. Dusinberre
University of Colorado, Boulder

Sardis was the capital of Lydia in archaic times. In the mid-sixth century, it was conquered by the Persians, and Lydia was annexed into the expanding Achaemenid Persian Empire, of which Sardis was made the regional capital. Aspects of Empire in Achaemenid Sardis explores the ways in which this political transformation affected the local social structures, considering textual, archaeological and art historical information to gain a comprehensive picture of developments in this important city. The conclusions laid out here revitalize our understanding of the Achaemenid Persian Empire and its workings in the western regions.

- 2003 246 x 189 mm 342pp
- 21 line diagrams  79 half-tones  3 maps
- 0 521 81071 X Hardback  £65.00

Maritime Traders in the Ancient Greek World
C. M. Reed
Queens College, North Carolina

It has been claimed that ancient Athens differed from ancient Sparta and resembled Renaissance Italian republics and the early modern Dutch republic in being an aggressively commercial state with a business-minded elite. This work refutes that view by arguing that those trading with Athens were mainly poor and foreign (hence politically insignificant to Athens), and that Athens and other Greek states had no merchant marine of their own and took only limited measures, always short of war and lesser means of commercial imperialism, to attract maritime traders.

- 2003 228 x 152 mm 176pp
- 0 521 26848 6 Hardback  £40.00
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**FORTHCOMING**

**Classical Athens and the Delphic Oracle**
Divination and Democracy

Hugh Bowden
King’s College London

This book provides an exploration of the Oracle of Apollo at Delphi, where the god Apollo was believed to speak to inquirers through his priestesses. In particular it examines the use made of the oracle by the city of Athens in the period of the democracy (c. 500-300 BC). It shows how important communication with the gods was for the ancient Athenians, and concludes that far from being the first example of a secularized western democracy, classical Athens was always most concerned to do the will of the gods.

- 2004 216 x 138 mm 200pp
- 0 521 82373 0  Hardback  c. £40.00
- 521 530814  Paperback  c. £14.90
- Publication November 2004

**Rape and the Politics of Consent in Classical Athens**

Rosanna Omitowoju
University of Cambridge

Accessible but in-depth study of the topic, employing legal and literary evidence in equal measure.

**Cambridge Classical Studies**

- 2002 216 x 138 mm 260pp
- 0 521 80074 9  Hardback  £45.00

**Women and Humor in Classical Greece**

Laurie O’Higgins
Bates College, Maine

*Women and Humor in Classical Greece* examines the role of women as producers of joking speech, especially within cults of Demeter. This speech, sometimes known as *aischrologia*, had considerable weight and vitality within its cultic context. It also shaped literary traditions, notably iambic and Attic old comedy that has shaped literary traditions, notably and vitality within its cultic context. It also shaped literary traditions, notably and vitality within its cultic context.

- 2003 228 x 152 mm 280pp 5 half-tomes
- 0 521 82253 X  Hardback  £45.00

**Counting the People in Hellenistic Egypt**

Volume 1: Population Registers (P. Count)

Willy Clarysse
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium

and Dorothy J. Thompson
University of Cambridge

How in Egypt does a new dynasty deal with the problems of establishing rule in a country with a long history of developed administration? This is the central question informing the historical studies of Volume II based on early Hellenistic taxation registers surviving on papyrus, which are published in Volume I. New light is shed on the taxation system, the occupational and demographic breakdown of the population, and relations between Greeks and Egyptians. Other topics discussed include their differing household patterns, stockholding, gender relations, and childrearing.

**Cambridge Classical Studies**

- 2004 247 x 174 mm 600pp 5 half-tomes
- 0 521 88388 X  Hardback  £65.00
- Publication December 2004

**Land and Power in Ptolemaic Egypt**

The Structure of Land Tenure

J. G. Manning
Stanford University, California

This book offers a coherent framework for understanding the structure of the Ptolemaic state and economy, as well as the relationship between the new Ptolemaic economic institutions and the ancient Egyptian legal traditions of property rights. For the first time the evidence of Greek papyri and Egyptian documentation is combined.

- 2003 228 x 152 mm 360pp 13 tables
- 0 521 81924 5  Hardback  £50.00

**Polybius, Rome and the Hellenistic World**

Essays and Reflections

Frank W. Walbank
University of Liverpool

This volume contains nineteen important essays related to the Greek historian Polybius and the topics about which he wrote by Professor F. W. Walbank, the recognized authority on that author. A new and substantial introduction provides a critical account of work done on Polybius during the last twenty-five years.

- 2002 228 x 152 mm 368pp
- 0 521 81208 9  Hardback  £45.00

**House and Society in the Ancient Greek World**

Lisa C. Nevett
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

An archaeological study of the nature of Greek households during the Classical and Hellenistic periods.

**New Studies in Archaeology**

- 2001 247 x 174 mm 224pp 5 half-tomes
- 0 521 00025 4  Paperback  £17.99

Also available
- 0 521 64349 X  Hardback  £50.00

**Archaeologies of the Greek Past**

Landscape, Monuments, and Memories

Susan E. Alcock
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Explores social memory in the ancient Greek world using the evidence of landscapes and monuments.

- 2002 247 x 174 mm 236pp 5 half-tomes
- 0 521 81355 7  Hardback  £42.50

Also available
- 0 521 80070 4  Paperback  £16.99

**Being Greek under Rome**

Cultural Identity, the Second Sophistic and the Development of Empire

Edited by Simon Goldhill
University of Cambridge

Simon Goldhill explores the cultural conflicts of the second-century CE Roman Empire.

- 2001 228 x 152 mm 404pp 1 half-tome
- 0 521 66317 2  Hardback  £50.00
**NEW**

**Mass Oratory and Political Power in the Late Roman Republic**

Robert Morstein-Marx  
University of California, Santa Barbara

This book highlights the role played by public, political discourse in shaping the distribution of power between Senate and People in the Late Roman Republic. Against the background of the current debate between ‘oligarchical’ and ‘democratic’ interpretations of Republican politics, Robert Morstein-Marx emphasizes the perpetual negotiation and reproduction of political power through mass communication. It is the first work to analyze the ideology of republican mass oratory and to situate its rhetoric fully within the institutional and historical context of the public meetings (contiones) in which these speeches were heard. Examples of contional orations, drawn chiefly from Cicero and Sallust, are subjected to an analysis that is influenced by contemporary political theory and empirical studies of public opinion and the media, rooted in a detailed examination of key events and institutional structures, and illuminated by a vivid sense of the urban space in which the contio was set.

- 2004 228 x 152 mm 328pp  
  2 line diagrams 3 half-tones 2 maps  
- 0 521 82327 7 Hardback £50.00

---

**Plebs and Politics in the Late Roman Republic**

Henrik Mouritsen  
King’s College London

Examines the role of the people in the running of the Roman state.

- 2001 228 x 152 mm 170pp  
  0 521 79100 6 Hardback £40.00

---

**FORTHCOMING**

**Rome’s Religious History**

Livy, Tacitus and Ammianus on their Gods

Jason Davies  
University College London

This book is a detailed exploration of the way that Livy, Tacitus and Ammianus Marcellinus wrote about the role played by gods in Rome’s past. These men wrote around the time of Christ, at the beginning of the second and the end of the fourth century respectively and though their lives or periods did not overlap, a great deal of consistency can be seen in the way they write about their gods and the way they presented religion. They are best described as ‘fine-tuning’ religion for their own times.

- 2004 228 x 152 mm 300pp  
  0 521 83482 1 Hardback c. £45.00  
  Publication October 2004

---

**FORTHCOMING**

**The Neighborhoods of Augustan Rome**

John Lott  
Vassar College, New York

This volume investigates the neighborhoods of ancient Rome during the reign of the first Roman Emperor, Caesar Augustus (27 BCE–14 CE). Focusing on a group of neighborhood-based voluntary associations that were important political and social communities for the city’s diverse population of slaves and ex-slaves, it locates the Augustan neighborhoods within the broader context of the history of Rome. John Bert Lott stresses their importance as physical and cultural divisions of the city and investigates the distinctive relationship between local neighborhoods and Augustus himself. An interdisciplinary study that makes use of archaeological, epigraphic, and topographic evidence, this book makes an important contribution to our knowledge of the urban life of Rome’s lower classes and to our understanding of the imperial ideology that supported the development of the dynastic Roman monarchy.

- 2004 228 x 152 mm 288pp  
  3 line diagrams 27 half-tones 2 tables  
  0 521 82827 9 Hardback £45.00  
  Publication August 2004

---

**Rome the Cosmopolis**

Edited by Catharine Edwards  
Birkbeck College, University of London  
and Greg Woolf  
University of St Andrews, Scotland

Ancient Rome was a vast and multifarious metropolis. By coercion and seduction it drew to itself a population from every province of its empire, as well as foodstuffs, building materials and entertainments from all over the world. What impact did the possession of empire have on the city itself? How did its inhabitants, visitors and subjects make sense of its unique role? How did Rome stay Roman when it contained the world? This collection of essays explores key aspects of the relationship between Rome and its empire.

- 2003 228 x 152 mm 266pp 18 half-tones  
  0 521 80005 6 Hardback £45.00

---

**The Natural History of Pompeii**

Edited by Wilhelmina Feenster  
Jashemski  
University of Maryland, College Park  
and Frederick G. Meyer  
University of St Andrews, Scotland

Following the prototype established by Pliny the Elder in his *Natural History*, Jashemski and the volume’s contributors reconstruct the environment of Pompeii, Herculaneum and the surrounding Campanian countryside, based on the evidence preserved by the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79. The volume brings together the work of geologists, soil specialists, paleobotanists, botanists, palaeontologists, biologists, chemists, dendrochronologists, ichthyologists, zoologists, ornithologists, mammalologists, herpetologists, entomologists, and archaeologists, affording a thorough picture of the landscape, flora and fauna of the ancient sites.

- Presents the first scholarly picture of the natural history of the ancient Vesuvian area  
- Includes a detailed, descriptive catalog of the area’s flora and fauna  
- Offers scientific evidence, copiously illustrated

- 2002 279 x 215 mm 528pp  
  12 line diagrams 159 half-tones 216 colour plates 23 tables  
  0 521 80054 4 Hardback £130.00

---

For monthly email alerts visit www.cambridge.org/eservices
The Roman House and Social Identity
Shelley Hales
University of Bristol

This book examines a diverse range of house types in an effort to understand how people imagined and articulated their place in the Roman world, from Britain to Syria. Shelley Hales considers the nature and role of domestic decoration and its role in promoting social identities. From the Egyptian themes of imperial residences in Italy, to the viticultural designs found in the rock-cut homes in Petra, this decoration consistently appeals to fantasies beyond the immediate realities of their inhabitants. Hales contends that fantasy served a key role in allowing individuals and communities to meet expectations and indulge aspirations, to confirm and to compete within the diverse empire. Employing a wide range of approaches to the study of the house and acculturation in the Roman Empire, her book serves as the first synthesis of Roman domestic architecture and offers new insights into the complexities and contradictions of being Roman.

Law and Empire in Late Antiquity
Jill Harries
University of St Andrews, Scotland

‘This will become a standard work on late Roman law in its social and political context … the main reasoning of her book cannot easily be refuted. It is both a refreshingly thought-provoking study and a lucid introduction to the workings of late Roman law. It should be read by everyone interested in the law, administration and social relations of the Roman Empire.’

Envoys and Political Communication in the Late Antique West, 411–533
Andrew Gillett
Macquarie University, Sydney

This book examines the role of envoys in the period from the establishment of the first ‘barbarian kingdoms’ in the West, to the eve of Justinian’s wars of reconquest. It makes a significant contribution to the developing field of ancient and medieval communication.

Manichaean Texts from the Roman Empire
Edited and translated by Iain Gardner
University of Sydney

and Samuel N. C. Lieu
Macquarie University, Sydney

Founded by Mani (c. AD 216–276), a Syrian visionary of Judaean-Christian background who lived in Persian Mesopotamia, Manichaism spread rapidly into the Roman Empire in the third and fourth centuries AD and became one of the most persecuted heresies under Christian emperors. The religion established missionary cells in Syria, Egypt, North Africa and Rome and has in Augustine of Hippo the most famous of its converts. The study of the religion in the Roman Empire has benefited from discoveries of genuine Manichaean texts from Medinet Madi and from the Dakhleh Oasis in Egypt, as well as successful decipherment of the Cologne Mani-Codex which gives an autobiography of the founder in Greek. This first ever single-volume collection of sources for this religion, which draws from material mostly unknown to English-speaking scholars and students, offers in translation genuine Manichaean texts from Greek, Latin and Coptic.
Imagining Heaven in the Religions of Late Antiquity
Edited by Ra’anan S. Boulton
University of Minnesota
and Annette Yoshiko Reed
McMaster University, Ontario
— 2004 368pp
— 0 521 83102 4 Hardback c. £50.00
— Publication August 2004

The Cambridge Ancient History
‘The revised Cambridge Ancient History is a brilliant achievement for undergraduate, scholar and informed layman alike; up-to-date, authoritative, readable but never complacent. In an age of specialisation – when the
Second edition

The Cambridge Ancient History
— 2004 228 x 152 mm 900pp
— 0 521 30199 8 Hardback c. £100.00
— Publication December 2004

Volume 5: The Fifth Century BC
Second edition
Edited by David M. Lewis
John Boardman
J. K. Davies
and M. Ostwald
— 1992 231 x 158 mm 620pp
— 0 521 23347 X Hardback £100.00

Volume 6: The Fourth Century BC
Second edition
Edited by D. M. Lewis
John Boardman
Simon Hornblower
and M. Ostwald
— 1994 231 x 158 mm 1097pp
— 0 521 23348 5 Hardback £130.00

Volume 9: The Last Age of the Roman Republic, 146–43 BC
Second edition
Edited by J. A. Crook
Andrew Lintott
and Elizabeth Rawson
— 1994 231 x 158 mm 920pp
— 0 521 25603 8 Hardback £110.00

Volume 10: The Augustan Empire, 43 BC–AD 69
Second edition
Edited by Alan K. Bowman
Edward Champlin
and Andrew Lintott
— 1996 231 x 158 mm 1090pp 9 tables
— 15 figures 21 maps
— 0 521 26430 8 Hardback £120.00

Volume 11: The High Empire, AD 70–192
Second edition
Edited by Alan K. Bowman
Peter Gamsey
and Dominic Rathbone
— 2000 231 x 158 mm 1246pp 6 tables
— 1 graph 9 maps
— 0 521 26335 2 Hardback £120.00

The Revised Cambridge Ancient History is a brilliant achievement for undergraduate, scholar and informed layman alike; up-to-date, authoritative, readable but never complacent. In an age of specialisation – when the
magisterial survey is often regarded (not least by scholars) with some sort of suspicion – it can be counted on as a major triumph.
Peter Jones, Sunday Telegraph
This new edition retains and reinforces all the old authority of the Cambridge Ancient History. It is obviously standard reference stock in any historical or major reference collection.
Reference Reviews

The Cambridge Ancient History
Volume 12
Second edition
Edited by Alan Bowman
Brasenose College, Oxford
Peter Gamsey
University of Cambridge
and John Matthews
Keble College, Oxford
This volume covers the history of the Roman empire from the accession of Septimius Severus in AD 193 to the death of Constantine in AD 337. This period was one of the most critical in the history of the Mediterranean world. It begins with the establishment of the

The Prospopography of the Later Roman Empire
Volume 4: AD 425–600
Edited by Averil Cameron
and Michael Whitby
— 2001 231 x 158 mm 1186pp 3 tables
— 60 figures 24 maps
— 0 521 32591 9 Hardback £120.00

Volume 14: Late Antiquity: Empire and Successors, AD 425–600
Edited by Averil Cameron
Bryan Ward-Perkins
and Michael Whitby
— 2001 231 x 158 mm 1186pp 3 tables
— 60 figures 24 maps
— 0 521 32591 9 Hardback £120.00

JOURNAL
Cambridge Archaeological Journal
Editor: Chris Scarre
University of Cambridge
Published for the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research
Cambridge Archaeological Journal is the world’s leading journal for the study of cognitive archaeology. It provides a forum for innovative, descriptive and theoretical archaeological research, paying particular attention to the role and development of human intellectual abilities. Key themes of recent issues have included the interpretation of Palaeolithic, the meaning of prehistoric figurines, agency and the individual, new approaches to rock art and shamanism, and the significance of prehistoric monuments. The geographical coverage is global, allowing fruitful comparison between regional studies and research traditions.
Subscriptions
— Volume 14 in 2004: April and October
— Institutions print and electronic: £82/$130
— Individuals print only: £26/$40
— Students: £16/$25
Print ISSN 0959-7743
Electronic ISSN 1474-0540

Visit our website at www.cambridge.org
**Archaeological Dialogues**  
Editors: Michael Dietler  
University of Chicago  
Peter van Dommelen  
University of Glasgow  
and Fokke Gerritsen  
Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam  

A JOURNAL FOR DEBATING CONTEMPORARY ARCHAEOLOGY  
Archaeology is undergoing rapid changes in terms of its conceptual framework and its place in contemporary society. In this challenging intellectual climate, *Archaeological Dialogues* has become one of the leading journals for debating innovative issues in archaeology. Firmly rooted in European archaeology, it now serves the international academic community for discussing the theories and practices of archaeology today. True to its name, debate takes a central place in *Archaeological Dialogues*.

**Subscriptions**  
- Volume 11 in 2004: June and December  
  Institutions print and electronic: £60/$90  
  Institutions electronic only: £54/$81  
  Institutions print only: £54/$81  
  Individuals print only: £30/$45  
  Students: £20/$30  
  Print ISSN 1380-2038  
  Electronic ISSN 1478-2294

---

**Social Anthropology**  
Editor: Peter Pels  
University of Leiden  

Published for the European Association of Social Anthropologists  

*Social Anthropology* is an international journal that serves the needs of all scholars with an interest in social anthropology. Not only does it publish some of the best scholarship available, but it acts as a forum for debate about key issues and concepts in the field, challenging and re-examining the boundaries of the discipline. The journal includes original research articles, critical notes, and a substantial book review section.

**Subscriptions**  
- Volume 12 in 2004: February, June and October  
  Institutions print and electronic: £100/$160  
  Institutions electronic only: £85/$136  
  Institutions print only: £99/$142  
  Individuals print only: £39/$62  
  Special arrangements exist for members of European Association of Social Anthropologists.  
  Print ISSN 0964-0282  
  Electronic ISSN 1469-8676

---

**Ancient Mesoamerica**  
Editor: William R. Fowler, Jr  
Vanderbilt University  

Ancient Mesoamerica is the international forum for the method, theory, substance and interpretation of Mesoamerican archaeology, art history and ethnohistory. The journal publishes papers chiefly concerned with the Pre-Columbian archaeology of the Mesoamerican region, but also features articles from other disciplines including ethnohistory, historical archaeology and ethnoarchaeology. Topics covered include the origins of agriculture, the economic base of city states and empires, political organisation from the Formative through the Early Colonial periods, the development and function of early writing, and the use of iconography to reconstruct ancient religious beliefs and practices.

**Subscriptions**  
- Volume 15 in 2004: April and October  
  Institutions print and electronic: £146/$237  
  Institutions electronic only: £126/$205  
  Institutions print only: £128/$209  
  Individuals print only: £53/$85  
  Students: £32/$49  
  Society for American Archaeology, Midwestern Conference on Mesoamerican Archaeology & Ethnohistory, related Latin American national archaeological societies: £38/$60  
  Print ISSN 0956-5361  
  Electronic ISSN 1469-1787

---

**Ancient Philosophy and Science**  

**FORTHCOMING**  

**The Derveni Papyrus**  
Cosmology, Theology and Interpretation  
Gábor Betegh  
Central European University, Budapest  

This is the first comprehensive study of the Derveni Papyrus. The papyrus, found in 1962 near Thessaloniki, is not only one of the oldest surviving Greek papyri but is also considered by scholars as a document of primary importance for a better understanding of the religious and philosophical developments in the fifth and fourth centuries BC. Gábor Betegh aims to reconstruct and systematically analyse the different strata of the text and their interrelation by exploring the archaeological context; the interpretation of rituals in the first columns of the text; the Orphic poem commented on by the author of the papyrus; and the cosmological and theological doctrines which emerge from the Derveni author’s exegesis of the poet. Betegh discusses the place of the text in the context of late Presocratic philosophy and offers an important preliminary edition of the text of the papyrus with critical apparatus and English translation.

- 2004 228 x 152 mm 400pp 1 table 5 figures  
- 0 521 80108 7 Hardback c. £60.00  
- Publication June 2004

**FORTHCOMING**  

**Archytas of Tarentum**  
Pythagorean, Philosopher and Mathematician King  
Carl Huffman  
DePauw University, Indiana  

Archytas of Tarentum is one of the three most important philosophers in the Pythagorean tradition, a prominent mathematician, who gave the first solution to the famous problem of doubling the cube, an important music theorist, and the leader of a powerful Greek city-state. He is famous for sending a trireme to rescue Plato from the clutches of the tyrant of Syracuse, Dionysius II, in 361 BC. This is the first book-length study of Archytas’ work in any language. It contains original texts, English translations and a full commentary for all the fragments of his writings and for all testimonia concerning his life and work. In addition there are introductory essays on Archytas’ life and writings, his philosophy, and the authenticity question. The author presents a new interpretation of Archytas’ significance both for the Pythagorean tradition and also for fourth-century Greek thought, including the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle.

- 2004 228 x 152 mm 700pp 2 graphs  
- 0 521 83746 4 Hardback c. £90.00  
- Publication December 2004

**FORTHCOMING**  

**Medicine and Philosophy in Greek and Roman Antiquity**  
Philip van der Eijk  
University of Newcastle upon Tyne  

This book studies the close connections that existed between medicine and philosophy throughout classical antiquity. Hippocrates, Galen and other medical authors used and elaborated philosophical methods such as causal explanation, definition and division, and applied key concepts such as the notion of nature to their understanding of the
workings and failings of the human body. This wide-ranging collection, written in a highly accessible style, explores other key figures such as Aristotle and their role in the history of medicine.

-- 2004 228 x 152 mm 350pp
-- 0 521 81800 1 Hardback c. £45.00
-- Publication December 2004

Surveying Instruments of Greece and Rome
M. J. T. Lewis
University of Hull

Comprehensive account of ancient surveying instruments together with translations of all the ancient sources.

-- 2001 228 x 152 mm 410pp 6 half-tones 100 figures
-- 0 521 79297 5 Hardback £60.00

FORTHCOMING

Plato's Natural Philosophy
A Study of the Timaeus-Critias
Thomas Kjeller Johansen
University of Edinburgh

Plato’s dialogue the Timaeus-Critias presents two connected accounts, that of the story of Atlantis and its defeat by ancient Athens and that of the creation of the cosmos by a divine craftsman. This book offers a unified reading of the dialogue. It tackles a wide range of interpretative and philosophical issues. Topics discussed include the function of the famous Atlantis story, the notion of cosmology as ‘myth’ and as ‘likely’, and the role of God in Platonic cosmology. Other areas commented upon are Plato’s concepts of ‘necessity’ and ‘teleology’, the nature of the ‘receptacle’, the relationship between the soul and the body, the use of perception in cosmology, and the dialogue’s peculiar monologue form. The unifying theme is teleology: Plato’s attempt to show the cosmos to be organised for the good. A central lesson which emerges is that the Timaeus is far closer to Aristotle’s physics than previously thought.

-- 2004 228 x 152 mm 232pp
-- 0 521 79067 0 Hardback c. £45.00
-- Publication July 2004

Cambridge Studies in the Dialogues of Plato
Series Editor:
Mary Margaret McCabe
King’s College London

Plato’s dialogues are rich mixtures of subtle argument, sublime theorising and superb literature. It is tempting to read them piecemeal – by analysing the arguments, by espousing or rejecting the theories or by praising Plato’s literary expertise. It is equally tempting to search for Platonic views across dialogues, selecting passages from throughout the Platonic corpus. But Plato offers us the dialogues to read whole and one by one. This series provides original studies in individual dialogues of Plato. Each study will aim to throw light on such questions as why its chosen dialogue is composed in the complex way that it is, and what makes this unified whole more than the sum of its parts. In so doing, each volume will both give a full account of its dialogue and offer a view of Plato’s philosophising from that perspective.

Plato’s Cratylus
David Sedley
University of Cambridge

Plato’s Cratylus is a brilliant but enigmatic dialogue. It bears on a topic, the relation of language to knowledge, which has never ceased to be of central philosophical importance, but tackles it in ways which at times look alien to us. In this radical reappraisal of the dialogue, Professor Sedley argues that the etymologies which take up well over half of it are not an embarrassing lapse or semi-private joke on Plato’s part. On the contrary, if taken seriously as they should be, they are the key to understanding both the dialogue itself and Plato’s linguistic philosophy more broadly. The book’s main argument is so formulated as to be intelligible to readers with no knowledge of Greek, and will have a significant impact both on the study of Plato and on the history of linguistic thought.

-- 2003 228 x 152 mm 202pp
-- 0 521 58492 2 Hardback £40.00

FORTHCOMING

Plato’s Meno
Edited by Dominic Scott

For a relatively short dialogue, Plato’s Meno covers an astonishingly wide array of topics: politics, education, virtue, philosophical method, mathematics, the nature and acquisition of knowledge, and the immortality of the soul. Its treatment of these topics is profound but often tantalising. This book confronts the many enigmas that face readers of the Meno and attempts to solve them in a way that is both lucid to read and sympathetic to Plato’s philosophy. It is written for scholars and students of classics and philosophy.

-- 2004 228 x 152 mm 252pp
-- 0 521 64033 4 Hardback c. £40.00
-- Publication November 2004

Plato’s Lysis
Terry Penner
University of Wisconsin, Madison

and Christopher Rowe
University of Durham

The Lysis appears to be a conversation between three friends about philia, normally translated as ‘friendship’. However, its peculiarly complicated structure has led scholars to underestimate its coherence, and insufficient attention has been paid to the relationship of the arguments to the dramatic context. This volume presents a fresh analysis of the work’s argumentation, together with a new English translation. It also argues that Socrates does not simply refute false beliefs but presents the outline of a complex theory about the nature of desire and the cause of human action.

Cambridge Studies in the Dialogues of Plato
-- 2004 228 x 152 mm
-- 0 521 79130 8 Hardback c. £40.00
-- Publication December 2004

FORTHCOMING

Plato’s Introduction of Forms
R. M. Dancy
Florida State University

Scholars of Plato are divided between those who emphasize the literature of the dialogues and those who emphasize the argument of the dialogues, and between those who see a development in the thought of the dialogues and those who do not. In this important book, Russell Dancy focusses on the arguments and defends a developmental picture. He explains the
Thought centuries. His book vindicates and
process he discusses most of the
of Aristotelian semantics, and assesses
addresses some well-known problems
truth and falsehood. He analyses in
this book, the first dedicated to this
philosophy of language.
Aristotle's is a correspondence theory of
Aristotle's theory of truth. It will be of interest to a wide
ancient philosophy and modern
philosophy of language.
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 360pp
- 0 521 82226 8 Hardback c. £45.00
- Publication July 2004

Philosophical Issues in Aristotle's Biology
Edited by Allan Gotthelf and James G. Lennox
1987 236 x 157 mm 480pp
- 0 521 31091 1 Paperback £26.00

Aristotle's Theory of Language and Meaning
Deborah K. W. Modrak
University of Rochester, New York
This is a book about Aristotle's philosophy of language.
- 2001 228 x 152 mm 312pp 2 tables
- 0 521 77266 4 Hardback £47.50

Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics
Edited and translated by Roger Crisp
Cambridge Texts in the History of Philosophy
- 2000 228 x 152 mm 296pp
- 0 521 63221 8 Hardback £22.50
- 0 521 63546 2 Paperback £8.99

Aristotle: The Politics and the Constitution of Athens
Edited and translated by Stephen Everson
Cambridge Texts in the History of Political Thought
- 1996 216 x 138 mm 336pp
- 0 521 48243 7 Hardback £25.00
- 0 521 48400 6 Paperback £8.99

The Cambridge Companion to Aristotle
Edited by Jonathan Barnes
Cambridge Companions to Philosophy
- 1995 228 x 152 mm 432pp
- 0 521 41133 5 Hardback £50.00
- 0 521 42294 9 Paperback £18.99

Hegel and Aristotle
Alfredo Ferrarin
Modern European Philosophy
- 2001 228 x 152 mm 464pp
- 0 521 78314 3 Hardback £45.00

Spectacles of Truth in Classical Greek Philosophy
Theoria in its Cultural Context
Andrea Wilson Nightingale
Stanford University, California
In fourth-century Greece (BCE), the
debate over the nature of philosophy
generated a novel claim: that the
highest form of wisdom is theoria, the
rational ‘vision’ of metaphysical truths
(the ‘spectator theory of knowledge’).
This book offers an original analysis of
the construction of ‘theoretical’
philosophy in fourth-century Greece. In
the effort to conceptualise and legitimise theoretical philosophy, the
philosophers turned to a venerable
cultural practice: theoria (state
pilgrimage). In this practice, an
individual journeyed abroad as an
official witness of sacralized spectacles.
This book examines the philosophic
appropriation and transformation of
theoria, and analyses the competing
conceptions of theoretical wisdom in
fourth-century philosophy. By tracing the
link between traditional and philosophic
theoria, this book locates the creation
of theoretical philosophy in its historical
context, analysing theoria as a cultural
and an intellectual practice. It develops
a new, interdisciplinary approach,
drawing on philosophy, history, and
literary studies.
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 342pp
- 0 521 89895 8 Hardback c. £45.00
- Publication June 2004

Eros and Polis
Desire and Community in Greek Political Theory
Paul W. Ludwig
St John’s College, Annapolis
Paul Ludwig evaluates sexuality, love,
and civic friendship as bonds of political
association.
- 2002 228 x 152 mm 412pp
- 0 521 81065 5 Hardback £47.50

NEW
The Works of Archimedes
Translation and Commentary
Volume 1: The Two Books On the Sphere
and the Cylinder
Edited and translated by Reviel Netz
Stanford University, California
Archimedes was the greatest scientist of
antiquity and one of the greatest of all
time. This is Volume 1 of the first
authoritative translation of his works
into English, and covers the two books
On the Sphere and the Cylinder. The
book is also groundbreaking in its
information about the original text:
providing a scientific edition of the
diagrams, translating the ancient
commentator Eutocius and adding a
commentary where attention is paid to
the cognitive and aesthetic nature of
Archimedes’ mathematical practice.
- First fully-fledged English translation
of these masterpieces by the greatest
scientist of antiquity.
- The scientific edition of the diagrams
and the running commentary provided
put the work at the forefront of the
contemporary history of science
The Hellenistic Philosophers
Volume 2: Greek and Latin Texts with Notes and Bibliography
A. A. Long and D. N. Sedley
- 1989. 228 x 152 mm. 528 pp.
- 0 521 27557 1. Paperback. £30.00

Epicurus and Democritean Ethics
An Archaeology of Ataraxia
James Warren
University of Cambridge
Explores the origins of the Epicurean philosophical system in the fifth and fourth centuries BC.
Cambridge Classical Studies
- 2002. 216 x 138 mm. 256 pp. 2 half-tones. £42.50

The Cambridge Companion to the Stoics
Edited by Brad Inwood
University of Toronto
This unique volume offers an odyssey through the ideas of the Stoics in three particular ways: first, through the historical trajectory of the school itself and its influence; second, through the recovery of the history of Stoic thought; third, through the ongoing confrontation with Stoicism, showing how it refines philosophical traditions, challenges the imagination, and ultimately defines the kind of life one chooses to lead. A distinguished roster of specialists have written an authoritative guide to the entire philosophical tradition. The first two chapters chart the history of the school in the ancient world, and are followed by chapters on the core themes of the Stoic system: epistemology, logic, natural philosophy, theology, determinism, and metaphysics. There are two chapters on what might be thought of as the heart and soul of the Stoics system: ethics.
Cambridge Companions to Philosophy
- 2003. 228 x 152 mm. 448 pp.
- 0 521 77005 X. Hardback. £55.00
- 0 521 77985 5. Paperback. £19.99

The Hellenistic Philosophers
Volume 1: Translations of the Principal Sources with Philosophical Commentary
A. A. Long and D. N. Sedley
- 1987. 229 x 153 mm. 528 pp.
- 0 521 27556 3. Paperback. £30.00

The Ambitions of Curiosity
Understanding the World in Ancient Greece and China
G. E. R. Lloyd
University of Cambridge
An innovative study of the development of systematic inquiry in ancient Greece, Mesopotamia, and China.
Ideas in Context, 64
- 2002. 228 x 152 mm. 198 pp.
- 0 521 81542 8. Hardback. £45.00
- 0 521 89461 1. Paperback. £15.99

The Cambridge History of Hellenistic Philosophy
Edited by Keimpe Algra
Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands
Jonathan Barnes
Université de Genève
Jaap Mansfeld
Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands
and Malcolm Schofield
University of Cambridge
A full account of the philosophy of the Greek and Roman worlds from the last days of Aristotle (c. 320 BC) until 100 BC. Organised by subject, with sections on logic, epistemology, physics and metaphysics, ethics and politics, the volume is a source of reference for any student of ancient philosophy, classical antiquity or the philosophy of later periods. Greek and Latin are used sparingly and always translated in the main text.
- 1999. 228 x 152 mm. 934 pp.
- 0 521 25028 5. Hardback. £110.00

FORTHCOMING
Stoicism: Traditions and Transformations
Edited by Steven K. Strange
Emory University, Atlanta
and Jack Zupko
Emory University, Atlanta
Stoicism is now widely recognized as one of the most important philosophical schools of ancient Greece and Rome. But how did it influence Western thought after Greek and Roman antiquity? The question is a difficult one to answer because the most important Stoic texts have been lost since the end of the classical period, though not before early Christian thinkers had borrowed their ideas and applied them to discussions ranging from dialectic to moral theology. Later philosophers became familiar with Stoic teachings only indirectly, often without knowing that an idea came from the Stoics. The contributors recruited for this volume include some of the leading international scholars of Stoicism as well as experts in later periods of philosophy. They trace the impact of Stoicism and Stoic ideas from late antiquity through the medieval and modern periods.
- 2004. 228 x 152 mm. 304 pp.
- 0 521 82709 4. Hardback. c. £45.00
- Publication July 2004

FORTHCOMING
Language and Learning
Philosophy of Language in the Hellenistic Period
Edited by Dorothea Frede
Universität Hamburg
and Brad Inwood
University of Toronto
The philosophers and scholars of the Hellenistic world, both Greek and Roman, laid the foundations upon which the Western tradition built. Analytical grammar, linguistics, philosophy of language and other disciplines which probe the nature and origin of human communication. These nine essays explore the ancient theories, their philosophical adequacy, and their impact on later thinkers from Augustine through the Middle Ages.
- 2004. 228 x 152 mm. 320 pp.
- 0 521 84181 X. Hardback. c. £45.00
- Publication December 2004

Visit our website at www.cambridge.org
Hellenistic and Early Modern Philosophy
Edited by Jon Miller
Queen's University, Ontario
and Brad Inwood
University of Toronto
Early modern philosophers looked for inspiration to the later ancient thinkers when they rebelled against the dominant Platonic and Aristotelian traditions. The impact of the Hellenistic philosophers (principally the Stoics, Epicureans, and Skeptics) on such philosophers as Descartes, Leibniz, Spinoza, and Locke was profound and is ripe for reassessment. This collection of new essays offers precisely that. Leading historians of philosophy explore the connections between Hellenistic and early modern philosophy in ways that take advantage of new scholarly and philosophical advances. The essays display a challenging range of methods and will be an invaluable point of reference for philosophers, historians of ideas and classicists.

— 2003 228 x 152 mm 342pp
— 0 521 82885 4 Hardback £45.00

The Transformation of Mathematics in the Early Mediterranean World
From Problems to Equations
Reviel Netz
Stanford University, California
The transformation of mathematics from ancient Greece to the medieval Arab-speaking world is here approached by focusing on a single problem proposed by Archimedes and the many solutions offered. In this trajectory Reviel Netz follows the change in the task from solving a geometrical problem to its expression as an equation, still formulated geometrically, and then on to an algebraic problem, now handled by procedures that are more like rules of manipulation. From a practice of mathematics based on the localized solution (and grounded in the polynamical practices of early Greek science) we see a transition to a practice of mathematics based on the systematic approach (and grounded in the deuteronomical practices of Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages). With three chapters ranging chronologically from Hellenistic mathematics, through late Antiquity, to the medieval world, Reviel Netz offers a radically new interpretation of the historical journey of pre-modern mathematics.

— 2004 216 x 138 mm 232pp
— 0 521 82996 8 Hardback c. £45.00
— Publication June 2004

FORTHCOMING

Jewish Messianism and the History of Philosophy
Martin Kavka
Florida State University
Jewish Messianism and the History of Philosophy contests the ancient opposition between Athens and Jerusalem by retrieval of the concept of meontology — the doctrine of nonbeing — in one strand of the Jewish philosophical and theological tradition. This book offers new readings of important figures in contemporary Continental philosophy, critiquing arguments about the role of lived religion in the thought of Jacques Derrida, the role of Greek philosophy in the thought of Emmanuel Levinas, and the ethical import of the thought of Franz Rosenzweig. Kavka argues that the Greek concept of nonbeing (understood as both lack and possibility) clarifies the meaning of Jewish life. This concept allows these thinkers to articulate Jewish life as centred on messianic anticipation, the hungering after a stasis that philosophy has traditionally associated with the concept of being.

‘This is a passionate, dense, and powerful study of the Jewish meontological tradition which creatively contests some of the received notions concerning the opposition between Jewish and Hellenic thought.’

Oliver Davies, co-editor of Silence and the Word: Negative Theology and Incarnation

— 2004 228 x 152 mm 256pp
— 0 521 83103 2 Hardback £45.00
— Publication July 2004

Cicero: On Moral Ends
Edited by Julia Annas
University of Arizona
Translated by Raphael Woolf
Harvard University, Massachusetts
This new translation makes one of the most important texts in ancient philosophy freshly available to modern readers. Cicero was an intelligent and well-educated amateur philosopher, and in this work he presents major ethical theories of his time in a way designed to get the reader philosophically engaged in the important debates. Raphael Woolf’s translation does justice to Cicero’s argumentative vigour as well as to the
philosophical ideas involved, while Julia Annas’s introduction and notes provide a clear and accessible explanation of the philosophical context of the work.

_Galen: On the Properties of Foodstuffs_

Edited and translated by Owen Powell
University of Queensland
Foreword by John Wilkins
University of Exeter

Until recently no English translation of Galen’s _On the Properties of Foodstuffs_ existed. This work, by one of the greatest of ancient physicians, provides a lucid description of the ways in which foods were thought to affect the body and were in turn affected by it, and foods were thought to affect the body. John Wilkins’ foreword discusses the structural and cultural aspects of the work.

- 2003 228 x 152 mm 232pp 1 table
- 0 521 81242 9 Hardback £40.00

_Augustine: On the Trinity_

Edited by Gareth B. Matthews
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Transcribed by Stephen McKenna

A new edition of Augustine’s influential philosophical and theological treatise.

- 2002 228 x 152 mm 264pp
- 0 521 79231 2 Books 8-15 £40.00
- 0 521 79665 2 Books 8-15 £14.99

Of Related Interest

**NEW**

_The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the World’s Ancient Languages_

Edited by Roger D. Woodard
State University of New York, Buffalo

This encyclopedia is the first comprehensive reference work treating all of the languages of antiquity.

- 2004 246 x 189 mm 1164pp 98 tables 51 figures 5 maps
- 0 521 56256 2 Hardback £120.00
- Publication May 2004

_Reading the Past_

Current Approaches to Interpretation in Archaeology
Third edition
Ian Hodder
Stanford University, California
and Scott Hutson
University of California, Berkeley

A third edition of this classic introduction to archaeological theory and method.

- 2004 216 x 138 mm 312pp
- 0 521 82132 0 Hardback £47.50
- 0 521 52884 4 Paperback £15.99

_FORTHCOMING_

_The First Writing_

Script Invention as History and Process
Edited by Stephen D. Houston
Brigham Young University, Utah

This work offers the most up-to-date treatment of the origins of ancient writing.

- 2004 247 x 174 mm 410pp
- 80 line diagrams 25 half-tones 7 tables 3 maps
- 0 521 83861 4 Hardback c. £50.00
- Publication July 2004

_FORTHCOMING_

_Ancient Egyptian Civilization_

Robert Wenke
University of Washington

Essential reading for students of archaeology, anthropology or ancient history and the interested reader.

- 2004 228 x 152 mm 262pp 50 half-tones
- 0 521 57377 7 Hardback c. £45.00
- 0 521 57487 0 Paperback c. £16.95
- Publication September 2004
Of Related Interest

NEW

**Architecture and Mathematics in Ancient Egypt**
Corinna Rossi
University of Cambridge
An analysis of the relationship between mathematics and architecture in ancient Egypt.
- 2004 247 x 174 mm 288pp
- 102 line diagrams 9 tables
- 0 521 82954 2 Hardback c. £60.00
- Publication April 2004

FORTHCOMING

**Myths of the Archaic State**
The Evolution of the Earliest Cities, States and Civilizations
Norman Yoffee
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
This collection presents a new multi-layered model for the evolution of ancient societies.
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 250pp
- 70 line diagrams 6 tables 2 graphs 1 map
- 0 521 52156 4 Paperback c. £19.95
- Publication October 2004

NEW

**The Archaeology of Syria**
From Complex Hunter-Gatherers to Early Urban Societies (c.16,000–300 BC)
Peter M. M. G. Akkermans
National Museum of Antiquities, Leiden, The Netherlands
and Glenn M. Schwartz
The Johns Hopkins University
A unique review of the archaeology of Syria from the Paleolithic period to 300 BC.
Cambridge World Archaeology
- 2004 247 x 174 mm 486pp
- 112 line diagrams 79 half-tones 13 maps
- 0 521 79230 4 Hardback £80.00
- 0 521 79666 0 Paperback £30.00

Understanding Early Civilizations
A Comparative Study
Bruce G. Trigger
McGill University, Montréal
A comparative study of the seven most fully documented early civilizations.
- 2003 253 x 177 mm 774pp
- 14 line diagrams 1 half-tone 9 maps
- 0 521 82245 9 Hardback £40.00

Empires
Perspectives from Archaeology and History
Edited by Susan E. Alcock
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Terence N. D’Altroy
Columbia University, New York
Kathleen D. Morrison
University of Chicago
and Carla M. Sinopoli
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Scholars in anthropology, archaeology, history, and classics discuss empires from Central and South America, Europe, the East, and China.
- 2001 246 x 189 mm 546pp
- 9 line diagrams 29 half-tones 17 tables 1 graph 30 maps
- 0 521 77020 3 Hardback £70.00

NEW EDITION

**Sumer and the Sumerians**
Second edition
Harriet E. W. Crawford
University College London
This work reviews the social and technological developments in Mesopotamia from 3800 to 2000 BC.
- 2004 246 x 189 mm 220pp
- 82 line diagrams 5 half-tones 9 maps
- 0 521 53338 4 Paperback c. £19.95
- Publication September 2004

FORTHCOMING

**The Heavenly Writing**
Divination and Horoscopy, and Astronomy in Mesopotamian Culture
Francesca Rochberg
University of California, Riverside
This book examines the various ways the heaven were studied and understood in ancient Mesopotamia.
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 340pp
- 2 line diagrams
- 0 521 83010 9 Hardback c. £47.50
- Publication November 2004

NEW

**African Archaeology**
Third edition
David W. Phillipson
University of Cambridge
This book provides the only comprehensive and up-to-date examination of African archaeology.
Cambridge World Archaeology
- 2004 247 x 174 mm 300pp 137 figures
- 0 521 82236 5 Hardback c. £70.00
- 0 521 54002 X Paperback c. £24.99
- Publication November 2004

FORTHCOMING

**Farming in the First Millennium AD**
British Agriculture between Julius Caesar and William the Conqueror
Peter Fowler
Synthesis of the topic of British farming in the first millennium AD.
- 2002 247 x 174 mm 412pp
- 4 line diagrams 42 half-tones 6 maps 12 plans
- 0 521 81364 6 Hardback £80.00
- 0 521 89056 X Paperback £29.00

NEW

**Archaeology and Colonialism**
Cultural Contact from 5000 BC to the Present
Chris Gosden
University of Oxford
A comparative survey of 5000 years of colonialism.
Topics in Contemporary Archaeology, 2
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 200pp
- 18 line diagrams 4 half-tones 5 tables
- 0 521 78264 3 Hardback £45.00
- 0 521 78795 5 Paperback £16.95
- Publication April 2004

NEW

**The Literature of Satire**
Charles A. Knight
University of Massachusetts, Boston
This is an accessible but sophisticated study of satire from the classics to the present.
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 338pp
- 0 521 83498 0 Hardback £50.00

A Short History of Western Performance Space
David Wiles
Royal Holloway, University of London
A historical account of performance space within the theatrical traditions of western Europe.
- 2003 228 x 152 mm 326pp 35 line diagrams 20 half-tones
- 0 521 81324 7 Hardback £45.00
- 0 521 01274 0 Paperback £16.99
FORTHCOMING

Shakespeare and the Classics
Edited by Charles Martindale
University of Bristol and A.B. Taylor
This book offers the most rounded and comprehensive treatment of Shakespeare’s classicism currently available.
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 320pp
- 0 521 82345 5 Hardback £45.00
- Publication June 2004

The History of Linguistics in Europe
From Plato to 1600
Vivien Law
This book examines the history of western linguistics from ancient Greece up to the Renaissance.
- 2003 247 x 174 mm 325pp 25 half-tones 5 maps
- 0 521 56315 1 Hardback £60.00
- 0 521 56532 4 Paperback £20.99

NEW

The Greek Tradition in Republican Thought
Eric Nelson
Trinity College, Cambridge
A substantial revision of standard narratives of the trajectory of republican political theory.
Ideas in Context, 69
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 320pp
- 0 521 83545 3 Hardback £45.00

The Tragic Vision of Politics
Ethics, Interests and Orders
Richard Ned Lebow
Dartmouth College, New Hampshire
Exploration of how ethical behaviour in international affairs advances national security.
- 2003 228 x 152 mm 424pp
- 0 521 82753 1 Hardback £45.00
- 0 521 53485 2 Paperback £17.99

NEW

Democracy's Ancient Ancestors
Mari and Early Collective Governance
Daniel E. Fleming
New York University
Over 3000 letters found in ancient royal palace of Mari evince a complex political system.
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 400pp 10 tables 3 maps
- 0 521 82885 6 Hardback £50.00
- Publication March 2004

International Relations in Political Thought
Texts from the Ancient Greeks to the First World War
Edited by Chris Brown
London School of Economics and Political Science
Terry Nardin
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
and Nicholas Rengger
University of St Andrews, Scotland
Thinkers from the Classical Greeks to the First World War are represented in this collection of key IR texts.
- 2002 247 x 174 mm 630pp
- 0 521 57330 0 Hardback £55.00
- 0 521 57570 2 Paperback £19.99

The Idea of Europe
From Antiquity to the European Union
Edited by Anthony Pagden
The Johns Hopkins University
Discusses how a distinctive ‘European’ identity has grown over the centuries, especially with the EU.
Woodrow Wilson Center Press
- 2004 228 x 152 mm 392pp
- 0 521 79171 5 Hardback £45.00
- 0 521 79552 4 Paperback £15.99

Literacy in Lombard Italy, c. 568–774
Nicholas Everett
Harvard University, Massachusetts
An examination of the evidence for literacy in early medieval Italy under the ‘barbarian’ Lombards.
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought: Fourth Series, 53
- 2003 228 x 152 mm 400pp 12 half-tones 2 maps
- 0 521 81905 9 Hardback £45.00

Origins of the European Economy
Communications and Commerce AD 300–900
Michael McCormick
Harvard University, Massachusetts
A comprehensive analysis of economic transition between the later Roman empire and Charlemagne’s reign.
- 2004 247 x 174 mm 1130pp 17 figures 39 maps
- 0 521 82395 1 Hardback £45.00

Heraclius, Emperor of Byzantium
Walter E. Kaegi
University of Chicago
Evaluates the life and reign of the pivotal Byzantine emperor Heraclius (AD 610–641).
- 2003 228 x 152 mm 372pp 9 half-tones 10 maps
- 0 521 81459 6 Hardback £50.00

The Legend of Basil the Bulgar-Slayer
Paul Stephenson
University of Wisconsin, Madison
An illustrated revisionary account of the reign of the Byzantine emperor Basil II (976–1025).
- 2003 228 x 152 mm 182pp 15 half-tones 7 colour plates 3 maps
- 0 521 81530 4 Hardback £30.00

FORTHCOMING

Age of Iconoclasm
John Haldon
University of Birmingham
and Leslie Brubaker
University of Birmingham
This book provides the first comprehensive treatment of the role of iconoclasm in Byzantium ca.700–850.
- 2004 276 x 219 mm 300pp 86 half-tones 5 tables 6 maps
- 0 521 43093 3 Hardback c. £45.00
- Publication November 2004

FORTHCOMING

Tales from Another Byzantium
Celestial Journey and Local Community in the Medieval Greek Apocrypha
Jane Baun
University of Oxford
This book is the first full-length study of the visionary tales, the Apocalypse of the Theotokos and the Apocalypse of Anastasia.
- 2004 247 x 174 mm 300pp 2 line diagrams 10 half-tones 11 tables 2 plans
- 0 521 82395 1 Hardback c. £45.00
- Publication November 2004

Visit our website at www.cambridge.org
FORTHCOMING

Authority in Byzantine Provincial Society, 950–1100
Leonora Neville
Catholic University of America, Washington DC
This work examines in detail the power struggles between medieval Byzantine provincial households.

Emperor and Priest
The Imperial Office in Byzantium
Gilbert Dagron
Translated by Jean Birrell
Past and Present Publications

Housing the Stranger in the Mediterranean World
Lodging, Trade, and Travel in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages
Olivia Remie Constable
University of Notre Dame, Indiana
A study of the evolution of hostellaries for travellers throughout the Mediterranean world.

Humour, History and Politics in Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages
Edited by Guy Halsall
Birkbeck College, University of London
Essays on the use of humour by late antique and early medieval writers.

FORTHCOMING

The New Cambridge Medieval History
Volume 4: c.1024–c.1198
Part 1
Edited by David Luscombe
University of Sheffield
and Jonathan Riley-Smith
University of Cambridge
The fourth volume of The New Cambridge Medieval History covers the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

The New Cambridge Medieval History, 4
– 2004 228 x 152 mm 900pp 45 half-tones 1 colour plate 4 maps
– 0 521 41410 5 Hardback c. £90.00
– Publication May 2004

The New Cambridge Medieval History
Volume 4: c.1024–c.1198
Part 2
Edited by David Luscombe
University of Sheffield
and Jonathan Riley-Smith
University of Cambridge
The second ‘political’ part of the fourth volume of The New Cambridge Medieval History.

The New Cambridge Medieval History, 4
– 2004 228 x 152 mm 850pp 1 colour plate 23 maps 32 genealogical tables
– 0 521 41411 3 Hardback c. £90.00
– Publication May 2004

FORTHCOMING

Homicide in the Biblical World
Pamela Barmash
Washington University, St Louis
This book reconstructs biblical law from legal and narrative texts and analyzes both from actual legal cases from the ancient Near East.

– 2004 228 x 152 mm 220pp
– 0 521 54773 3 Paperback c. £15.95
– Publication December 2004

NEW

Published Material from the Cambridge Genizah Collection
A Bibliography 1980–1997
Volume 2
Edited by Rebecca J. W. Jefferson
University of Cambridge
Erica C. D. Hunter
University of Cambridge
and Geoffrey Khan
University of Cambridge
Assisted by Shulamit Reif
University of Cambridge
This indispensable bibliography lists over 25,000 citations of Genizah holdings in recent scholarship.

Cambridge University Library Genizah Series, 13
– 2003 297 x 210 mm 584pp
– 0 521 75086 5 Hardback £100.00
– Publication April 2004

The Cambridge Illustrated History of Religions
Edited by John Bowker
A superbly illustrated and richly informative history of world religions.

Cambridge Illustrated Histories
– 2002 253 x 203 mm 336pp 150 half-tones 50 colour plates 10 maps
– 0 521 81037 X Hardback £30.00

NEW

Ancient Hebrew Inscriptions
Corpus and Concordance
Volume 2
Graham Davies
University of Cambridge
Assisted by J. K. Aitken
D. R. de Lacey
P. A. Smith
and J. Squirrel
Up-to-date collection of non-Biblical texts that have only recently come to the attention of scholars.

– 2004 228 x 152 mm 290pp
– 0 521 82999 2 Hardback £65.00
– Publication December 2004
New Cambridge Bible Commentary

Revelation
Ben Witherington, III
Asbury Theological Seminary, Kentucky

An innovative socio-rhetorical commentary on Revelation, with a ‘Suggested Reading List’ and entire NRSV translation.

New Cambridge Bible Commentary
– 2003 228 x 152 mm 326pp
  1 line diagram
– 0 521 80609 7 Hardback £40.00
– 0 521 00068 8 Paperback £14.99

The Myth of a Gentile Galilee
Mark A. Chancey
Southern Methodist University, Texas

A thorough investigation of the nature of first-century C. E. Galilee’s population.

Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series, 118
– 2002 216 x 138 mm 246pp 3 maps
– 0 521 81487 1 Hardback £45.00

The Cambridge Companion to St Paul
Edited by James D. G. Dunn
University of Durham

Assessment of the apostle Paul and a fresh appreciation of his continuing significance today.

Cambridge Companions to Religion
– 2003 228 x 152 mm 324pp
– 0 521 78155 8 Hardback £42.50
– 0 521 78694 0 Paperback £15.99

FORTHCOMING

The Letters of James and Jude
William F. Brossen, II
The Louisville Institute

The first commentary to focus exclusively on the letters of James and Jude.

New Cambridge Bible Commentary
– 2004 228 x 152 mm 250pp 1 table
– 0 521 81482 0 Hardback c. £40.00
– 0 521 89201 5 Paperback c. £13.99
– Publication August 2004

NEW

Judges and Ruth
Victor H. Matthews
Southwest Missouri State University

Commentary on Judges and Ruth with reading list, and accompanied by the entire NRSV translation.

New Cambridge Bible Commentary
– 2004 228 x 152 mm 272pp
  25 line diagrams 2 maps
– 0 521 80606 2 Hardback £40.00
– 0 521 00066 1 Paperback £13.99
– Publication March 2004

NEW

A Guide to Biblical Hebrew Syntax
Bill T. Arnold
Asbury Theological Seminary, Kentucky
and John H. Choi
Asbury Theological Seminary, Kentucky

This textbook defines the fundamental syntactical features of the Hebrew Bible, illustrates these features with examples from the Bible, and provides English translations.
– 2004 216 x 138 mm 240pp
  2 line diagrams
– 0 521 82609 8 Hardback £30.00
– 0 521 53348 1 Paperback £13.99
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The Alchemy Reader
From Hermes Trismegistus to Isaac Newton
Edited by Stanton J. Linden
Washington State University
An introduction to a wide range of alchemical authors and works.
- 2003 247 x 174 mm 286pp 14 half-tones
- 0 521 79334 7 Hardback £45.00
- 0 521 36629 8 Paperback £16.99

NEW
The Cambridge Dictionary of English Place-Names
Based on the Collections of the English Place-Name Society
Edited by Victor Watts
University of Durham
Edited in association with John Insley and Margaret Gelling
Alphabetical listing of all place-names of England, with historical and etymological commentaries.
- 2004 246 x 189 mm 788pp 16 figures
- 0 521 36209 1 Hardback £175.00

Classics for Schools
Minimus
Starting out in Latin
Barbara Bell
Clifton High School
Illustrated by Helen Forte
This elementary Latin course for 7–10 year olds combines a basic introduction to the Latin language with material on the history and culture of Roman Britain. Highly illustrated, the book contains a mixture of stories and myths, grammar explanations and exercises, and background cultural information. Pupils are drawn into the material as they read about the lives of a family living in a community at Vindolanda; the adventures of the children and the family cat and mouse provide interest throughout.
As well as offering a lively introduction to Latin and classical studies, Minimus also has cross-curricular relevance. The material on the community at Vindolanda can be used to supplement studies of the Romans at KS2. The grammatical content helps to develop language awareness, and provides a solid foundation from which learners can progress to further English or foreign language studies.
- 1999 264 x 164 80pp 4 colour book
- 0 521 65960 4 Pupil’s Book £9.75
- 1999 297 x 219 78pp 1 colour book
- 0 521 65961 2 Teacher’s Resource Book £43.50

Cambridge Latin Course 1
Fourth edition
Cambridge School Classics Project
Book 1 is the fourth edition of the Cambridge Latin Course.
Cambridge Latin Course
- 1998 260 x 210 mm 205pp 4 colour book
- 0 521 63534 8 Student’s Book £9.50
- 0 521 00434 9 Teacher’s Manual North American edition £9.95

Cambridge Latin Course 2
Fourth edition
Cambridge School Classics Project
- 2000 260 x 210 mm 190pp
- 0 521 64682 2 Student’s Book £10.75
- 0 521 00430 6 Student Text North American edition £12.95

Cambridge Latin Course 3
Fourth edition
Cambridge School Classics Project
- 2001 260 x 210 180pp 4 colour book
- 0 521 64675 9 Teacher’s Guide £22.00
- 0 521 78742 4 Teacher’s Manual North American edition £24.95

Cambridge Latin Course 4
Fourth edition
Cambridge School Classics Project
- 2002 260 x 210 166pp
- 0 521 79793 4 Paperback £12.75
- 0 521 53414 3 Student Text North American edition £29.95

Cambridge Translations from Greek Drama
Series Editors: John Harrison
Judith Affleck
Harrow School
Classical Greek drama is brought vividly to life in this series of new translations. The new versions remain faithful to the original Greek, yet the language has all the immediacy of contemporary English. The result is a series of genuinelyactable plays, which bring students as close as possible to the playwright’s original words and intentions. Each volume includes a full synopsis of the play, detailed commentary running alongside the translation for easy reference, background information setting the play in context, notes on pronunciation and suggestions for discussion and analysis.
Aeschylus: Agamemnon
Translated by Philip de May
Introduction by P. E. Easterling
Cambridge Translations from Greek Drama
- 2003 198x129 144pp 1 colour book
- 0 521 01075 6 Paperback £4.95

Sophocles: Ajax
Edited by Shomit Dutta
Cambridge Translations from Greek Drama
- 2001 198 x 129 128pp 1 colour book
- 0 521 65564 1 Paperback £5.00

Sophocles: Philoctetes
Edited by Judith Affleck
Cambridge Translations from Greek Drama
- 2001 198 x 129 128pp 1 colour book
- 0 521 64480 1 Paperback £5.00

Sophocles: Antigone
Edited and translated by David Franklin and John Harrison
Introduction by P. E. Easterling
Cambridge Translations from Greek Drama
- 2003 198x129 128pp 1 colour book
- 0 521 01073 X Paperback £5.00

Sophocles: Oedipus Tyrannus
Edited and translated by Judith Affleck and Ian McAluslan
Cambridge Translations from Greek Drama
- 2003 198x129 128pp 1 colour book
- 0 521 01072 1 Paperback £4.95

Euripides: Medea
Edited by John Harrison
Cambridge Translations from Greek Drama
- 2000 198 x 129 124pp
- 0 521 65479 8 Paperback £5.00

Euripides: Bacchae
Edited by David Franklin
Cambridge Translations from Greek Drama
- 2000a 198 x 129 128pp 1 colour book
- 0 521 65372 X Paperback £5.00
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Minimus provides an excellent introduction to Latin for 7–11 year olds. It is ideal for developing language awareness and helps pupils with the basics of English as well as other foreign languages. It also provides background to the culture of Roman Britain.

Minimus comprises an attractive, full colour Pupil’s Book, which is extensively illustrated, and a Teacher’s Resource Book.

Minimus Secundus is an exciting progression from Minimus. Continuing the precedent set by Minimus, Minimus Secundus combines the teaching of Latin vocabulary and grammar with a fascinating insight into the culture of Roman Britain. Review material means you can use Minimus Secundus without first using Minimus.

For more information on Minimus or the Cambridge Latin Course please contact +44 (0)1223 325914 or + 1800 8727423

The popular Cambridge Latin Course has been revised for a fourth edition. The new books retain the fundamental elements of the original course, including the storylines, but a number of new features have been added. The books are in full colour, using a larger format to make them clearer and easier to use. Glossaries are now placed alongside the text, allowing for quicker reference. A wide range of colour photographs and illustrations have been included to integrate language and culture and provide greater visual appeal. The questions have been revised and expanded to help students with their understanding of the comprehension passages. The culture sections have been fully updated to take account of recent research into the Roman world.